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ABSTRACT

An object optimized printed system includes an image
output terminal controller. The system inputs a print file
defining a plurality of pages in a page description language
and locates the plurality of objects forming each page and
their object types. Based on the determine object types and
any explicit rendering commands in the PDL file, the system
automatically generates rendering tags for each of the
objects. The rendering tags are used to control the image
output terminal to optimize the printing by the IOT on an
object-by-object basis. Based on the objects and the gener
ated rendering tags, the system generates the differing types
of data and the command instructions on a scanline-by
scanline basis. The generated command instructions and

data are output to the IOT controller scanline-by-scanline.
The data output to the IOT controller includes metabit data
which is generated from the rendering tags. The metabit data
output to the IOT controller is used to control various
subsystems of the IOT controller and the IOT to optimize the
printing characteristics of the IOT for each differing object

on each scanline. The metabits can optimize such processing
subsystems as halftone generation, halftone screen size and

angle, color space transformation, tone reproduction curve,
IOT output correction, and the like. Using this system, each
page output by the IOT has the printing characteristics for
each object within the page optimized to the object's types.

26 Claims, 37 Drawing Sheets
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

This application includes an appendix containing a list of
computer code which performs object optimized printing.
1. Field of the Invention

10

This invention relates generally to apparatus and methods
for object optimized rendering of computer generated page
images into scan line raster data for driving a print engine.
2. Related Art

Prior to the advent of high quality computer-generated
page images, page images such as those found in
newspapers, newsletters, magazines and the like were
formed by graphic artists composing the page images by
hand. Thus, each different type of object on a page image,
including text, photographs, constant color areas or graphs
such as pie charts, and sampled or continuously changing
images such as sweeps, was optimally formed, indepen
dently of any other type of object.
Because these page images, comprising one or more of
these types of objects, were composed by hand, each type of
object was inherently treated independently of the other
objects. Thus, the optimal halftone screen design for
photographs, which differs from the optimal halftone screen
designs for constant color areas and text, could be optimally
selected and the screen arranged to an optimal angle.
Likewise, such optimal treatment of each type of object can
be obtained

15

20

2
Accordingly, as shown in FIGS. 1A-1C, in the prior art
systems, which treated each page image as a single bitmap
or bytemap image, optimizing the image for any one type of
object required the image quality of the other types of
objects to be compromised. This is also shown in FIGS. 1D
and 1E, which show a radial sweep with text superimposed
on top of the radial sweep. In FIG. 1D, both the text and the
background sweep are printed using a high frequency half
tone screen. While the text in FIG. 1D is shown in high
quality, the background sweep has an obvious contouring
artifact due to the low number of gray levels. In FIG. 1E.
both the background sweep and the text are printed using a
low frequency screen. While the background sweep is
shown in high quality and without the contouring visible in
FIG. 1D, the text is shown in very low quality and is
essentially unreadable.
Accordingly, there is a need in the art for a digital color
copier/printer and method for creating, decomposing and
outputting a page image to a print engine which allows for
the printing characteristics of individual objects to be
optimized, as in the hand-composing graphic arts field,
while simultaneously retaining the benefits and efficiencies
available when creating a page image using a microcom

puter.
25

30

Such page images are created using Page Description
Languages (PDLs) such as PostScript M. interpressTM.
Graphical Display Interfaces (GDIs), such as the one used
with WindowsTM, Printer Command Languages (PCLs) for
controlling a print engine, such as the Hewlett-Packard
Printer Command Language (PCL-5)TM, or the like.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

With the advent of digital color workstations, copiers and
Thus, this invention provides a printer controller appara
printers, creators of page images who would previously have 35 tus and method for converting a page image defined using a
had to rely on graphic artists to compose and print their page PDL or the like into print data and printercontrol commands
images could instead create, compose, and print them on such that each type of object in the page image is optimally
their own using a computer connected to the digital color printed.
copier/printer.
This invention also provides for a printer controller appa
However, such prior art digital systems for creating a page
and method for processing the page image such that the
image, for decomposing the page image into print engine ratus
objects
of the page image are processed optimally based on
instructions, and for controlling the print engine treated a their object type, including using optimal compression and
page image as a single, unitary image. Thus, in the page decompression techniques for each object type.
image shown in FIG. 1A (which is optimized for text), when
This invention also provides for an object optimized
a high frequency halftone screen is used, the text portion of 45 printer
control device and method which generates a plu
the page image is quite sharp. However, the large square
rality of "metabit" information (i.e., information about how
constant color portion of the page image contains an obvious best
to render each byte of print data) based on the object
mottling from printer noise. In addition, the sampled color
portion and the sweep portion of the page image show type of the various objects forming the page image and
obvious contouring due to the lack of sufficient gray levels 50 passes the metabit data to the image output terminal (IOT).
This invention further provides for an object optimized
available with the high frequency screen.
In the page image shown in FIG. 1B (which is optimized printer control device and a method which automatically
determines the object type for each independent object of the
for the large constant color portion), a halftone screen page
image.
specifically designed to hide printer instabilities produces a
high-quality, text- and artifact-free constant color area. 55 This invention also provides for an object-optimized
However, the sharpness of the text is decreased and the gray printer control system and method which allows a creator of
values for each tint are not well-related, so that the sampled a page image using a page description language to explicitly
color portion and the sweep portion are unacceptable. The override or adjust the automatically determined object types.
sweep portion demonstrates that the gray levels do not step
This invention also provides for an intermediate format
smoothly from one to the next, because each dot level is file structure containing information for each object on the
designed separately without relation to the other levels.
page that may be stored for later editing, transmission, and
In the page image shown in FIG. 1C (which is optimized printing by an object optimized printer control device and
for sampled color and sweep portions), the sweep portion method.
and the sampled color portion show higher quality because
This invention also provides for a different intermediate
a low frequency halftone screen is used, with more gray 65 format file containing a plurality of data channels and a
levels available. However, the text is shown in low quality metabit information channel that each have been optimally
and the constant color portion shows an obvious texturing. compressed, that may be decompressed and printed in real
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decomposition process. The IOT controller combines the
constant color and sampled color data and sends it with the

3
time by an object optimized printer device such that each
type of object in the page image is optimally printed.

metabit data to the OT.

This invention also provides for an object optimized IOT

In a first embodiment of the IOT, the IOT includes a pair
of halftoned screen generators and a color space transfor
mation circuit. The byte-wide color data and the metabits
output from the IOT controller are input to the IOT. The

which can receive metabit information and use it to select

from a plurality of simultaneous inputs, such as a synchro
nized input from the printer's input scanner, so that a page
image can be constructed in real time from multiple inputs
as it is being printed.
This invention also provides for an object optimized
printer control device and method which can receive input
from a plurality of sources other than the PDL source and
use metabit information to mix it in real time while output
ting the mixed data to the IOT.
This invention also provides for an editing method for
processing the page image which keeps object information
so that it may be edited object by object at the printer,

10

output sheet.
15

without the need to create a modified PDL and re-convert it.

The edits thus made at the printer may further be recorded
so that at a later time they may be made a permanent part of
the document on the digital workstation which created the

20

document.

This invention also provides for the ability to use special
hardware and software modules to provide different object
optimized rendering and compression techniques, with each
resource module controlled by metabit information control
ling the selection of the rendering or compression method,
and with the resource modules either distributed through the
printing system or concentrated in a single location. The
rendering modules can include, but are not limited to,
modules which do object optimized color space
transformations, object optimized spatial filtering, object
optimized tone reproduction curves, object optimized chok
ing or spreading, object optimized halftoning, and object
optimized engine artifact suppression.
Finally, this invention also provides for an object opti
mized print measurement apparatus and method which can
use metabit information and measured print data to provide
a plurality of adjustments to the page processing apparatus
so that each type of object in the page image continues to be
optimally printed in a stable manner.
In a first embodiment of this invention, a page image
described using a page description language (PDL) and
stored as a series of commands in the PDL is input to an
object optimizing electronic subsystem (OOESS). A PDL
decomposition means decomposes the page image described
in the PDL into a data structure representing the page image.
In the data structure, information relating to independent
image objects is retained, including the information relating
to object types and other individual characteristics such as
color, optimal color space, layer information, and the like.
Once the PDL decomposition means converts the page
image described using the page description language, the
copier/printer, or more generally the image output terminal
(IOT), command instruction generating means converts the

25

The IOT controller receives the command instructions,

the color instructions and the metabits generated during the

In a second embodiment of the IOT controller, the sample
color data compression/decompression circuit, mask data
compression/decompression circuit. constant color
compression/decompression circuit, and command data
compression/decompression circuit are incorporated into the
IOT controller between the bus interface and the integrated
combiner. The compression/decompression circuits allow
the various types of data in the data structure to be optimally

compressed for transfer on the system bus to the IOT
controller. In addition, in the second preferred embodiment
of the IOT controller, a color space transformer is incorpo
rated into the IOT controller. By incorporating the color
space transformer onto the IOT controller, the color space

transformation for different objects of the page image can be
performed just before printing, yet can be optimized based
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on the object type. In addition, incorporating the color space

transformer onto the IOT controller widens the range of
IOTs which can be used with the system of this invention.
In a third preferred embodiment of the controller, an
alternate form for the compressor/decompressor circuits is

35 used.

In a fourth preferred embodiment of the IOT controller,
two color space transformers are used to generate the color
data to be output to the IOT. In this way, four bytes of data,
representing each of the four color layer separations C.Y. M.

Kcan be output simultaneously. By outputting the color data
for all four color layer separations simultaneously, higher
page output for the IOT can be accomplished and a wider
range of IOTs can be used with the system of this invention.
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These and other features and advantages of the invention

are described in or are apparent from the following detailed
description of the preferred embodiments.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
50

55

data structure into a series of command instructions, color

designations, and metabit rendering instructions for each
scan line of the page image. The metabits are either auto
matically generated by a metabit generating means which
analyzes each object to determine its type, or are explicitly
set by the page image creator during the creation of the PDL
description of the page image. Once all of the command
instructions, the color designations, and the metabits are
generated for each scan line of the page image, they are
output to the IOT controller.

metabits are used to determine which halftone screen gen
erator will be used on the color data and which color
transformation will be applied by the color space transfor
mation circuit. Once the IOT has generated the raster data
from the color data and the metabits, the raster data is output
to the marking subsystem for forming the page image on an

The preferred embodiments are described in reference to
the drawings, in which:
FIGS. 1A-1F show various outputs available in the prior
art systems and the system of this invention;
FIG. 2 shows a block diagram of the object optimizing
electronic subsystem;
FIG.3 shows a block diagram of a first embodiment of the
IOT controller;
FIG. 4 shows a first embodiment of the multichannel

combiner;
FIG. S shows a first embodiment of the FIFO control and

command/mask channel processor;
FIG. 6 shows a first preferred embodiment of the bus
interface of the IOT controller;

FIG. 7 shows a second preferred embodiment of the IOT
65

controller;

FIG. 8 shows a third preferred embodiment of the IOT
controller;
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FIG. 9 shows a fourth preferred embodiment of the IOT

6
should be appreciated that although the following descrip
tion refers only to PDLs, any of the above described
systems, which are equivalent to PDLs, can also be used
with the object optimizing rendering system and method

controller;

FIG. 10 shows aflowchart for the overall object optimized
processing method;
FIG. 11 shows a flowchart for preparing print data using
object optimized rendering and compression;
FIG. 12 shows a flowchart for combining and printing
using object optimized decompression and rendering;
FIG. 13 shows a flowchart for constructing an object list
with object optimized rendering tags;
FIG. 14 shows a flowchart for generating scanline data;
FIG. 15 shows a flowchart for loading and compressing

described below.

That is, as described above, in the conventional systems
for decomposing and printing a page image described using
a PDL, the various objects comprising the page image are
converted from the PDL coordinates to the device
10

real time data;

FIG. 16 shows a flowchart for processing the color

5

operators;

FIG. 17 shows a flowchart for processing the masking

operators;

FIG. 18 shows a flowchart for processing graphical state

operators;
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FIG. 19 shows a flowchart for generating scanline runs

lists;

FIG. 20 shows a flowchart for flattening runs lists;
FIG. 21 shows a flowchart for producing commands and

runs;

30

sharp edges of the text image can be maintained, as shown
35

FIG. 27 shows a flowchart for producing sweep com

mands and colors;

45

on a scanline;

and

50

FIG. 34 shows a block diagram of a first preferred
embodiment of the image processing system within the IOT;
and

FIG. 35 shows a block diagram of a first embodiment of

an object optimized print measurement and adjustment

55

system.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

As described above and shown in FIGS. 1A-1E, the

conventional process for decomposing a page image

described in a page description language (PDL) requires
compromises to be made when printing the bitmap or
bytemap generated by decomposing the page image
described using the PDL unless the creator explicitly inserts
printer-dependent halftones throughout the page image. It

varying optical density of the background can be
maintained, as shown in FIGS. 1E and 1F. At the same time,

mands and colors;

FIG. 31 shows the generic structure for the color palette;
FIG. 32 shows the generic channel data structure;
FIG. 33 shows a system flowchart and resource diagram;

In the black and white image shown in FIG. 1F, a coarse
screen halftone generation process was used to form the
continuously varying density background. At the same time,
a fine halftone screen generation process was used to form
the sharp-edged text image. By using the optimal halftone
generation process for each type of object, the continuously

the optimal halftone generating process for maintaining the

FIG. 26 shows a flowchart for producing normal com

FIG. 28 shows a flowchart for producing commands and
colors using the mask data;
FIG. 29 shows a diagram of the data structures stored in
the memory 150;
FIG. 30 shows the generic data structure for each object

black/white). By writing the boxes formed by decomposing
the objects of the page image onto the bytemap, all distinc
tions between differing types of objects are lost.
In contrast, in the present invention, the page image
described by the PDL is decomposed such that the distinc
tions between differing types of objects comprising the page
image are maintained. By maintaining the object type of
different objects within the page image, the processing of the
differing object types can be optimized to that type of object,
as shown in FIG. 1F.

25

colors for the current run;

FIG. 22 shows a flowchart for extracting, compressing
and storing constant color data;
FIG. 23 shows a flowchart for extracting, compressing
and storing metabit data;
FIG. 24 shows a flowchart for processing primitive mask
ing objects;
FIG. 25 shows a flowchart for identifying next visible

coordinates, the strokes are thickened, the objects are
polygonized by converting curved lines to straight lines, the
objects are each converted to a series of boxes correspond
ing to the location of the objects on the scan lines, and the
boxes are loaded into a bytemap (or a bitmap if the image is

65

in FIGS. 1D and 1F.

Thus, for the images shown in FIGS. 1A-1C, the high
frequency halftone screen could be used to form the text
images optimized in FIG. 1A, while the tint-specific halftone
screen set could be used to optimize the block of constant
color optimized in FIG. 1B, while the low frequency half
tone screen could be used to optimize the sampled color
image and sweep optimized in FIG. 1C.
By maintaining the object type of the various objects
comprising the page image, other features of the objects can
be optimized as well. such as the color space transformation
for the object from the color space used by the page
description language to the cyan (C), magenta (M), yellow
(Y), and black (K) color space used in the IOT. In fact, each
step of the color-transformation process can be optimized,
such as the undercolor removal process and the tone repro
duction curve process. Likewise, the compression process
can be optimized by object type, which minimizes the
storage resources consumed and transmission loads for the
decomposed page image.
Further, depending on the degree of optimization
required, different levels of distinction in object type can be
provided for. That is, in some instances it may be sufficient
to indicate an object is colored with constant color, and
optimize all processing functions, such as halftone screen
and color space transform, at this level. In other instances,
additional levels of distinction may be required, in order to
specify one of a number of possible color space transforms
or one of a number of halftone screen frequencies or angles,
all of which are otherwise appropriate for a constant color
object.
As shown in FIG. 2, the object optimizing electronic
subsystem (OOESS) 100 for converting the PDL form of the
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After the bus interface 1610 receives a 4-byte portion of
data from the memory 150, the data is distributed to one of
five sets of first-in, first-out (FIFO) data registers. These five
FIFOs include the sample color channel FIFO 1620, the

7
page image into raster data usable by the image output
terminal (IOT) 170 is preferably provided by using a general
purpose computer such as a personal computer, an engineer
ing workstation, such as a SunSparc station produced by Sun
Microsystems, Inc., of Mountain View, Calif., a mini com
puter or the like. The OOESS 100 can include an internal
PDL file source means 110, such as a programfor generating

PDL representations of page images, such as programs
which generate PostScript or InterPress compatible
documents, programs which generate GDI representations
of page images, or programs which generate graphical

command set representations of the page image. One type of
graphical command set is the Hewlett-Packard PCL-5 com
mand set which is used to operate laser printers and/or ink
jet printers. Accordingly, it should be understood that the
term "PDL" should be interpreted to encompass any type of
representation which describes the page image instead of
generating bit/bytemaps of the page image.
Alternately, the PDL representation of the page image,
rather than being created and directly decomposed, can be

mask data channel FIFO 1622, the constant color channel

FIFO 1624, the metabit channel FIFO 1626 and the com
mand instruction channel FIFO 1628.
10

15

Since the DMA data fetches are done on word boundaries

20

received from some remote PDL file source means 112, such

as a non-volatile memory or a remote general purpose
computer connected to the OOESS 100 through a local area
network or modem. Accordingly, it should be understood
that the PDL file representing the page image can come from
any conventional source,
Once the PDL file representing the page image is input to
the OOESS 100, it is transferred through bus 114 into the
memory 150. The PDL file is then decomposed by the PDL
decomposition means 130. The PDL decomposition means
130 reads the PDL file stored in the memory 150 and
decomposes it to form the data structure shown in FIGS.
29-32. The data structures shown in FIG. 30 includes lists
of objects and rendering tags indicating the object types. The
operation of the PDL decomposition means will be

25
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color data, bit mask data and metabit data are stored in the
50

the bus 114 through a bus interface 1610. In the preferred
embodiment of the OOESS 100, a SunSparc workstation is

used. Thus the bus 114 is an SBus, and the bus interface

1610 is designed to work with the SBus 114. However, it
should be appreciated that the bus interface 1610 can be
designed to work with the particular bus 114 which may be
used in any of the conventional personal computers, engi
neering workstations such as the SunSparc, minicomputers

color FIFO 1624 and the command FIFO 1628, and only an
FIFO 1626, two clock cycles are used to write one 4-byte

8-bit bus connects the bus interface 1610 to the metabit

memory 150 as shown in FIG. 32.
As shown in FIG. 3, in a first preferred embodiment of the
IOT controller 160, the IOT controller 160 is connected to

only, it may sometimes happen that the actual data for a
sampled image starts within a word. In this case, the bytes
in the word that precede the start of actual data are flagged
as invalid so that they may be discarded rather than printed.
The mask data channel FIFO 1622 comprises a single 256
address by 16-bit wide FIFO data register. The constant
color channel FIFO 1624 comprises 1 bank of two FIFOs,
each FIFO of the bank comprising a 256 address by 9-bit
wide FIFO data register. Since each of the mask FIFOs 1622
and the color FIFO 1624 is capable of storing two bytes per
write cycle, it is possible to use a single 4-byte transfer of
data input to the bus interface 1610 to provide data succes
sively to both the mask FIFO 1622 and the constant color
FIFO 1624. Since only a 16-bit wide internal bus connects
the bus interface 1610 to the mask FIFO 1622, the constant

described in detail below,

Once the PDL decomposition means 130 has generated
the data structures in memory 150 storing the various objects
of the page image generated from the PDL representation,
the data structure stored in memory 150 is read by the
command instruction generating means 140. The command
instruction generating means 140 converts the data structure
stored in memory 150 into a series of command instructions,
corresponding color data, bit mask data and metabit data on
a scan line-by-scan line basis. These command instructions,

As shown in FIG. 3, the sample color channel FIFO 1620
comprises two banks of FIFOs, each bank of FIFOs com
prising two 512 address by 9-bit wide FIFOs. Each FIFO of
each bank of FIFOs thus receives one byte of the 4-byte
word received by the bus interface 1610. In addition, the bus
interface 1610 generates four additional bits of data, one of
the additional bits of data being stored to each of the four
FIFOs as the 9th bit. Each of these extra bits is used to flag
whether its associated byte of data is valid or invalid data.

transfer out to the mask FIFO 1622, the color FIFO 1624 and

the command FIFO 1628, and four clock cycles are needed
to write a 4-byte transfer to the metabit FIFO 1626.
The metabit FIFO 1626 comprises a single 512 address by
8-bit wide FIFO data register. The command instruction
FIFO 1628 comprises a single bank of paired 512 address by
8-bit wide FIFO data registers.
The outputs of each of the FIFOs 1620-1628 are con
nected to the multichannel combiner 1630. The output from
the mask FIFO 1622 is serialized. Thus, only a single bit
connection is provided from the mask FIFO 1622 to the
multichannel combiner 1630. Likewise, the sample color
FIFO 1620 and the constant color FFO 1624 are 2-to-1
multiplexed. Thus, for the sample color FIFO 1620, only an
18 line internal connection is provided to the multichannel
combiner. Each bank of paired 9-bit wide FIFOs outputs its
data alternately. Likewise, only a 9-bit wide connection is
provided between the constant color FIFO 1624 and the
multichannel combiner 1630. Each 9-bit wide FIFO of the
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constant color FIFO 1624 alternately outputs its data to the
multichannel combiner.
In contrast to the FIFOs 1620-1624, the metabit FIFO

1626 and the command FIFO 1628 are each provided with

or the like.

a full-width connection to the multichannel combiner 1630,

As shown in FIG. 3, the bus interface 1610 provides a
1610 can input a 4-byte word during each clock cycle. In the
preferred embodiment, the bus interface 1610 can also read
in a 64-byte burst by sequentially reading in sixteen 4-byte
words in consecutive clock cycles. Further, the bus interface
1610 in the preferred embodiment provides direct memory

as shown in FIG. 3.

The multichannel combiner 1630, which is described in

32-bit connection to the bus 114. Thus, the bus interface

access (DMA) to the memory 150 through the bus 114.

more complete detail below with respect to FIG. 4, com
bines the data from the sample color channel 1620 and the
constant color channel 1624 into a single stream of output to
65

the data FIFO 1642, based on the instructions received from

the command instruction FIFO 1628 and the bitmap data
received from the mask FIFO 1622.
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metabit channel can be used prior to printing to mix those
data streams with the print data coming from the IOT
controller 160 through data multiplexer 1730. A comparable
arrangement can be used to perform the mixing in the IOT

The data FIFO 1642 comprises a 4-K address by 9-bit
wide FIFO data register. Since the multichannel combiner
outputs data to the data FIFO 1642 in 8-bit wide bytes, the
9th bit of the data FIFO 1642 is used to store the first (1st)

bit from the metabit FIFO 1626. The multichannel combiner

1630 is also connected to the output metabit FIFO 1640. The
output metabit FIFO 1640 comprises a 4-K address by 3-bit
wide FIFO data register. The multichannel combiner 1630
divides each 8-bit metabit byte into at least two 4-bit wide

metabit nibbles. When the 1st bit of each 4-bit nibble is

output to the data FIFO 1642, the 2nd-4th bits of each 4-bit
nibble are output to the output metabit FIFO 1640. In
practice, the number of metabits output from the multi
channel combiner can be 1, 2, 4, or 8, depending on the
number of types of objects to be distinguished and the
number of levels of each type of object to be implemented.

5

controller 160,

10

In the preferred embodiment, the metabits control the
plurality of image processing subsystems 1712-1738 on an
object by object basis by selecting among a set of metabit
mapping registers 1740, whose outputs have been previ
ously loaded, to select a specific subset of enable lines in
each of the object optimized image processing modules and
print multiplexer 1712-1730. For example, if 4 metabits are
implemented, they may be used to select from a set of 16
registers. These registers, in turn, may be of any size

15

As will be described below, each command instruction

relates to only a single scan line, and defines a variable
amount of the scan line. Accordingly, as it is not possible to
a priori synchronize the output of the multichannel combiner
to the page and line of the IOT, a parallel input port 1650
receives and inputs to the multichannel combiner 1638 a
page sync signal, a line sync signal and an IOT clock signal.
The output FIFOs 1640 and 1642 are connected to the
parallel output port drivers 1652 and 1634, respectively. The
outputs from these parallel ports 1652 and 1654 are con
nected to the input ports of the IOT 170.
It will be well understood that the output of data FIFO
1642 is received by the IOT 170 as data to be processed for
printing. However, this invention further provides that each
byte of print data from data FIFO 1642 will also be syn
chronously accompanied by 1.2.4 or 8 metabits from output

25
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metabit FIFO 1640. These metabits specify the processing to

be done to each data byte before being printed. This optimal
processing, as has been explained, varies with each data byte
depending upon the object from which each data byte was
extracted. As shown in FIG.34, in the preferred embodiment
of the IOT controller 160, the IOT 170 has an image
processing system 1710 which contains a multitude of object
optimized subsystems that are selectively controlled by the

within the object optimizing ESS 100 at any time after the
object type has been determined, such as within the PDL
decomposition means 130, within the IOT command

instruction generating means 140, as part of the IOT con
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troller 160, or in the IOT 170 as shown. It is also possible
to distribute these subsystems throughout the system.
Furthermore, it should be appreciated that these object
optimized image processing subsystems and the print mul
tiplexer 1712-1730 may be performed in hardware or soft
ware or a combination of the two. In all cases, the sub

systems are selecting different procedures and databased on
the type of object they are processing, and therefore produce
different processing results for different object types.
It should also be appreciated that the color measuring
device 190 is able to use metabit information coupled with

metabit data sent to IOT 170. Thus the metabit channel

causes each byte of print data to be processed differently
depending on the object it came from.
For example, the metabits may select among multiple

halftone generators 1712. One halftone generator may be
used with data bytes tagged as coming from objects such as
colored text which should use a high-spatial frequency
halftone generator. Another may be a lower spatial
frequency, high color resolution halftone generator used
with data bytes obtained from pictures, and so on. It should
be appreciated that finer control over halftone generation,
such as controlling halftone screen angles for each object, is
also metabit selectable. In addition to halftone selections,
many additional image processing subsystems may be con
trolled by metabits in the image processing system 1710 to
produce variable results depending on the object, such as
object optimized color transformation subsystems 1714,
object optimized tone reproduction curve modifying sub
systems 1716, object optimized spatial filter subsystems
1718, object optimized trapping subsystems 1720, which
deal with problems due to interactions of various objects
with each other at their edges, object optimized engine noise
suppression subsystems 1722, which attempt to control
various printing system problems that show up differently in
different objects, and other object optimized image process
ing subsystems. In addition, if the printing system has other
synchronous data sources 180, such as an input scanner, the

required to be able to each fully control and select from a
subset of image processing subsystems and the print multi
plexer 1712-1730. Thus, the meaning of each metabit value
is completely programmable and may be changed simply by
changing the contents of the register which it selects. That
register, in turn, may select from the entire set of image
processing subsystems and the print multiplexer 1712–1730
to implement the best possible rendering for a particular type
of object which is tagged by that metabit.
It should be appreciated that the various image processing
subsystems and the print multiplexer 1712-1730 may, in
other embodiments, appear at many other points throughout
the object optimized printing system. For example, it is
possible to locate some or all of the object optimized image
processing subsystems and the print multiplexer 1712-1730
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measuring calibration prints to automatically adjust and
stabilize image processing subsystems 1712-1722 on an
object optimized basis. For example, as shown in FIG. 35.
the output color measuring device 190, which measures a
calibration print, outputs a signal indicating the actual state
of the calibration print. Based on metabit information and
the output signal from the output color measuring device, the
object optimized output correction subsystem 1732 adjusts
one tone reproduction curve (TRC) lookup tableout of the
entire set in the object optimized tone reproduction curve
subsystem 1716. The corrections made to the image pro
cessing system functions are different for different objects
because the object optimized output correction subsystem
1732 is controlled by tags encoded in the metabit channel.
FIG. 4 shows the first preferred embodiment of the
multichannel combiner 1630. As shown in FIG. 4, the

metabit FIFO 1626 is connected to the metabit unpacker
1631, which converts the 8-bit wide metabit word into at
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least two 4-bit wide metabit nibbles. The output from the
metabit unpacker 1631 is connected to each of four colorf
metabit registers 1634-1637. The output from the metabit
unpacker 1631 is loaded into one of the color/metabit
registers 1634–1637 depending on the load enable (LE)
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control lines are shown, except for the command channel

11

signal output by the FIFO control and command/mask
channel processor 1680. Likewise, the data input from the
constant color channel FIFO 1624 is also provided to the
four color/metabit register 1634–1637 and is loaded into one
of the color/metabit registers based on the load enable

and mask data channel lines connected to the command/

mask controller 1686. In the first preferred embodiment of
the command/mask channel processor 1680, two configu
ration registers 1681 and 1684, registers CSR0 and CSR1,
respectively, are provided. The first configuration register
1681 provides control of the features shown in Table 1.

signal.

The 18-bit wide input data from the sample channel FIFO

1620 is input to the sample channel unpacker 1632A, which
converts the 2-byte wide sample color data and 2-bit "valid
byte" data into 2 single byte outputs, which are successively
output to the internal sample FIFO 1632B or discarded if
their corresponding “valid-byte" bit indicates this byte is

TABLE 1.
10
BT

invalid.

The 2-byte wide output from the command instruction
FIFO 1628 and the 1-bit wide output from the mask FIFO
1622 are input directly to the command/mask channel pro
cessor 1680. Also input to the command/mask channel
processor 1680 are the page sync, line sync and IOT clock
received from the IOT through the parallel input port 1650.
The command/mask channel processor 1680 outputs control

15
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according to a calculated priority with data read from the

30

from the command/mask channel processor 1680, the cor
responding FIFO(s) reads the next data onto the correspond
ing channel. The FIFO(s) 1620-1628 are prevented from
running dry by the bus interface 1610, which fills them
Based on the command instructions received from the
command channel FIFO 1628, the command/mask channel

processor 1680 generates the load enable signal LE for the
appropriate one of colorimetabit registers 1634–1637. When
one of the color/meta registers 1634-1637 is enabled, it
simultaneously loads the 9-bit wide constant color data from
the constant color FIFO 1624 and up to 4-bits of metabit data
from the metabit unpacker 1631. In another embodiment, the
color data is loaded independently of the metabit data with
a separate command. In the present embodiment, the colord
metabit registers 1634-1637 are separate registers, but are
always referenced together because they are always loaded
simultaneously.
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metabit data output by the colorimetabit multiplexer 1633.
This is output to the data FIFO 1642. At the same time, the
metabit register 1638 stores the 2nd-4th metabits and out

puts them to the output metabit FIFO 1640. It should be
appreciated that it is not necessary to include all of the 4-bit
wide metabit nibbles as in the preferred embodiment. Alter
natively the number of metabits provided to the ITO can be
1.2 or 4 or even 8. Thus, the first preferred embodiment
shown in FIGS. 3 and 4 should not be construed as limiting
the number of metabits provided to the IOT to 4.
FIG. 5 shows the internal functional blocks of the

command/mask channel processor 1680. In FIG. 5, only the

Reserved for future use
Whites OO

6
5

Normal Mode
Read Registers

Diagnostic Mode
Read FFOs

4.

Register to FIFO Mode. On

Register to FIFO Mode Off

3

Use Metabit FFO

Use Color FFO 9th Bit

2

Metabit Unpack 1. On
Metabit Unpack O On

Metabit Unpack 1 Off
Metabit Unpack O Off

Bits 1 and 2 of the first configuration register 1681 define
the two (or three or four, if needed) metabit unpacking
schemes used by the metabit unpacker to unpack the met
abit. That is, if additional ways are needed to determine how
the byte of metabit data is broken up into metabit packets,
the first and second bits can be used together to provide up
to four types of metabit unpacking.
Bit 3 of the first configuration register 1681 is used to

disable the metabit FIFO when only a 1-bit wide metabit
channel is provided to the IOT. Bits 4 and 5 of the first
configuration register 1681 are used in a diagnostic mode to
read data out of the FIFOs and the internal registers. Bit 6
of the first configuration register 1681 is used to indicate
whether the multichannel combiner is in the normal mode or
is in a diagnostic mode. Bit 7 of the first configuration
register 1681 is used to indicate whether white (i.e., the
natural background color of the paper) is provided by data
bytes comprising all 0's or data bytes comprising all 1's. The
8th bit of the first configuration register 1681 is not imple
mented.
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The command/mask channel processor 1680 also gener
ates the control signals for the color/metabit multiplexer
1633 to select one of the color/metabit registers 1634-1637
to be output to the output multiplexer 1639 and the metabit

register 1638. The command/mask channel processor 1680
further generates the control signals for the output multi
plexer 1639 to select between the output from the colord
metabit multiplexer 1633 and the output from the internal
sample color FIFO 1632B. The output multiplexer 1639
outputs the 8-bit wide color data and the 1st bit of the

LOW

Reserved for future use
White FF

Bit assignment for Configuration/Status Register 0(CSR0)

signals to the color/metabit multiplexer 1633, the output
multiplexer 1639 and four read signals to the FIFOs
1620-1628. The four read signals comprise a color/metabit
read signal, a sample read signal, a mask read signal and a
command instruction read signal. Whenever the correspond
ing FIFO(s) 1620-1628 receives one of these read signals

channel data structure (shown in FIG. 35) stored in the
memory 150.

HGH

8
7

50

When bit 6 of the first configuration register is low, the
multichannel combiner 1630 is in diagnostic mode. In
diagnostic mode, any of the internal registers of the multi
channel combiner 1630 may be examined. For example, it is
possible to examine the contents of the colorimetabit regis
ters 1634-1637 and sample FIFO 1632b in real time. By
setting the diagnostic SEL lines shown in Table 2 to values
0-4, the SELines are able to force the values in the selected
registers to be sent to the data FIFO 1642. Values 5-14 of the

SELine as shown in Table 2 are used to read and write other

registers in the multichannel combiner 1630 for further
diagnostic information.

TABLE 2
55

SEL Register Accessed
Color/Meta Reg. 0 to video FIFO
Color/Meta Reg. 1 to video FIFO
Color/Meta Reg. 2 to video FIFO
Color/Meta Reg. 3 to video FIFO
Sample Reg. to video FIFO
SRO put on readback bus
SR1 put on readback bus

CSR0 put on readbackbus or written to
CSR1 put on readbackbus or written to
Metabit Output Reg. put on readback bus
Video Data Counter Lo 0:7 put on readback bus or written to
Video Data Counter Hi 8:12 put on readback bus or written to
Leading White Counter 0:7 put on readback bus or written to
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TABLE 2-continued

TABLE 5-continued

SEL Register Accessed

Trailing White Counter 0:7 put on readback bus or written to
Full Flag Reg. put on readbackbus

13
14
15

Reserved for future use

When bit 6 of the first configuration register is high (i.e.,
normal mode), the multichannel combiner 1630 will gener
ate the normal print data and send it to the data FIFO 1642.
Table 3 shows the bit assignments for the second con
figuration register 1682. Bits 7 and 8 provide flexibility in

the IOT interface by determining the polarity of the IOT
interface signals. Bits 5 and 6 provide diagnostic support.
Bits 1, 2, 3 and 4 are not implemented in this first preferred

15

TABLE 3
HGH

LOW

8
7
6
5

Start on PSync Fall
Start on LSync Fall
Fake PSync On
Fake LSync On

Start on PSync Rise
Start on LSync Rise
Fake PSync Off
Fake LSync Off

4.
3
2

Reserved For Future Use
Reserved For Future Use
Reserved For Future Use

Reserved For Future Use
Reserved For Future Use
Reserved For Future Use

Reserved For Future Use

Reserved For Future Use

Cntr0

Command

O
O

O
1.

Always SrcB
Always SrcA

1.
1.

O
1

Mask selects between SrcA and SrcB
Mask selects between SrcB and SrcA

SrcAl

SrcA0

O
O

O
l
O

1.

1.

ScB1

SrcBO

O
O
1
1.

O
1.
O

SCRes1

SCReso

O
O

O
1
O

Command

O

embodiment.

BIT

Cntrl.1

25

1.

1

RepcntO-5

SrcA selects ColorMeta Reg O
SrcA selects ColorMeta Reg 1
SrcA selects Color/Meta Reg 2
SrcA selects Sample
Command

SrcB selects Color Meta Reg 0
SrcB selects ColorfMeta Reg 1
SrcB selects ColorfMeta Reg 2
SrcB selects ColorfMeta Reg 3
Command

divide sample clock by 4
divide sample clock by 3
divide sample clock by 2
divide sample clock by 1

Command
Normal Command Repeat Count

Normal Command Decode Table
30

Referring again to FIG. 5, the command/mask controller

Bit assignment for Configuration/Status Register 1 (CSR1) tab

1686 receives a 16-bit command instruction and a 1-bit

mask channel input. Tables 4 and 5 show the bit assignments

TABLE 4
Command Bit

Field Descriptor

35

Repcnt0
Repcntl
Repcnt2
Repcnt3
Repcnt4
Reponts
SCResO
SCRes
Sc.B.O
Sc31
SrcAO
ScAl
Ctrl.0
Cntr11

7 represent the 2-bit value for the sample clock resolution
conversion. Depending on the values for bits 6 and 7, the

45

LdColor

Repeat/Normal

Normal Mode

50

(Bit 5 = 0)

TABLE 5
LdColor

Command

O

Don't load color

1

load SrcB CC/Meta Reg from

for the 16-bit command instruction when the normal/repeat
mode bit is set to normal (i.e., bit 15 is set to 0). In the
normal mode as shown in Table 4, bits 0-5 represent the
6-bit count value. The count value indicates how many
successive pixels this command will be valid for. Bits 6 and

55

FIFOs Note:

1) if in Use Metabit
Mode, metabit will be loaded

sample clock will be divided by 1, 2, 3, or 4. By dividing the
sample clock, the resolution of the output image can be
altered by causing the current color in the internal sample
FIFO 1632B to be output repeatedly. That is, if the values of
bits 6 and 7 are both 0, such that the "divide sample clock
by 4” command is selected, the color contained in the
internal sample FIFO 1632B would be repeatedly output
four times for each clock cycle. Therefore, a printer with, for

example, 400 spot per inch (spi) resolution would be able to
print sample maps at 400 spi, 200 spi, 133 spi, and 100 spi
without any additional processing required.

Bits 8 and 9 represent the color register select B value,
while bits 10 and 11 represent the color register select A
value. Both the color register select A value and the color
register select B value indicate which one of the colorf
metabit registers 1634-1637 (or internal sample FIFO
1632B) should be passed by the combiner to the data FIFO
1642. The color register select A value selects between
color/metabit registers 1634, 1635 and 1636 or the internal

sample FIFO 1632B, while the color register select B value
selects between the color/metabit registers 1634–1637.

from unpacker
2) Color/Meta Reg will only be

There are two select values, A and B, so that the 1-bit mask

loaded if this is first clock

channel can be used to switch between them. This mode is

cycle of this command for
ColorfMeta Reg 0-2, or any
clock cycle of this command

specified by bits 12 and 13, and is used to rapidly switch
between the two color registers specified by the A and B
values without any additional instruction overhead.
Bits 12 and 13 represent a 2-bit combiner control value.

for Color/Meta Reg 3.

65

The combiner control value indicates the color data to be
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output by the multichannel combiner 1630 to the data FIFO
1642 for the next n pixels indicated by the 6-bit count value.
The combiner control value indicates whether the color to be
output comes from the register selected by the color register
select A value, the color register select B value, or a
combination of the two as further controlled by the mask

16
channel FIFO 1624 into one of the color/metabit registers
1634–1637 other than the one indicated by the color register
5

channel.

Finally, bit 14 indicates whether or not the next color data
to be output from the color channel FIFO 1624 should be
loaded into the one of the color/metabit registers 1634-1637
indicated by the color register select B value.
In operation, when a new normal mode command is input

10

stored in the color channel FIFO 1624 should be loaded into

8 and 9 are decoded to determine which one of the colord

1632B) is indicated as the source of the color data to be
15

the color/meta register 1634-1637 indicated by the color
register select B bits 8 and 9. It is important to note that if
the color register select B bits 8 and 9 indicate color/metabit
registers 1634-1636 (color meta registers 0-2, then a color
will be loaded in from the color channel FIFO 1624 only on
the first clock cycle of the command.
However, if the color register selectBbits 8 and 9 indicate
color/metabit register 1637 (color/meta register 3) then a

20

new constant color data word will be loaded into the

25

colorfmetabit register 1637 from the color channel FIFO
1624 for every clock cycle of this command. In this way, the
constant color channel can be used, in effect, as a low-speed
sample channel. Because in some highly complex images,
the constant color data in a scan line may change rapidly
(i.e., change every 1-8 pixels), the processing overhead
necessary to generate, store, transmit and decode a new
command word for each new color is excessive and results
in negative compression relative to bytemap representation.
This effective negative compression can be avoided by
providing the string of constant colors to the constant color
channel FIFO 1624 and reading one constant color byte of
a string of constant colors from the color FIFO 1624 every
clock cycle and loading it into the color/metabit register
1637. Since the constant color channel FIFO 1624 can only
be loaded two bytes at a time, rather than four bytes at a
time, as in the sampled data channel FIFO 1620, using the
constant color channel FIFO 1624 in this way results in the
throughput of the constant color channel being lower than
the throughput of the sample data channel. However, this
"slow sample" method avoids the overhead required when
generating the DMA pointers which are used in the regular
sample data channel (described in more detail below). Thus,
this "slow sample" channel is most useful for short stretches
of rapidly changing constant colors, but is not used for large
images.

Next, depending on which register select bank. A or B, is
indicated by the combiner control bits 13 and 14, the color
register select Abits 10 and 11 or color register select B bits

metabit registers 1634–1637 (or the internal sample FIFO

from the command channel FIFO 1628, the load color bit 14

is decoded to determine if the next 8-bit color data byte

select Abits 10 and 11. In this way, the next constant color
data word can be preloaded into one of the color/metabit
registers.

output. Then, if the combiner control bits 12 and 13 indicate
color register select bank A, and color register select A bits
10 and 11 indicate using the data stored in the internal
sample FIFO 1632B, sampled color resolution bits 6 and 7
are decoded to determine the factor to divide the sample

clock by. Next, if combiner control bits 12 and 13 indicate
using the 1-bit mask channel to further control the output
color, the output to data FIFO 1642 will be switched
between the color register (or sample FIFO) selected by
select Abits and 11 and the color register selected by select
B bits and 9. Finally, the repeat count bits 0-5 are decoded
to determine for how many pixels the current command
instruction will be in effect.

30

Accordingly, as shown in FIG. 5, the color/metabit reg
ister load select 1685 is controlled by the load color bit 14

and the value of the color register select B bits 8 and 9.
Likewise, the color/metabit multiplexer select controller
1689 and the output multiplexer select controller 1692 are
35

controlled by the combination of command control bits 12
and 13. color register select B bits 8 and 9, color register
select A bits 10 and 11, and the mask channel, as detailed
above.
TABLE 6
Command Bit

Field Descriptor

Repcinto
Repcntl
Repcnt2
Repcnt3
Repcnt4
Repcnt5
Repcntó
Repcnt?
Repcnt8
Repcnts

45

50

Repcnt10
Repcntil

Next, the combiner control bits 12 and 13 are decoded to

Rep.Cnt12/Mask Scanline Disable
RepType)
RepType1
Repeat/Normal

determine which color select register bank, A or B, will be
used to determine which color/metabit register 1634-1637
(or the internal sample FIFO 1632B) will be used as the

55

source for the color data, and whether the mask data from the
mask channel will be used to further control the data flow
from the multichannel combiner 1630 to the data FFO
1642. Of course, if the load color bit 14 and the color select

Repeat Mode (Bi 15

register B bits 8 and 9 indicate using the color/metabit

RepType1

RepType()

O
O

O
1.

TABLE 7

register 1637 as the "slow-sample" color channel, the con
trol bits 12 and 13 must indicate using the color register
select B bank. On the other hand, if the command bits 12 and

13 indicate using color register select bank A to indicate the
source for the color data, the load color bit 14 and the color
register select bankB bits 8 and 9 can be used to preload the
next color data word to be output from the constant color

t
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Command

Repeat last normal command
Output White:

Used for leading edge white
data. Note that repeat
count should equal 0.

5,687,303
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18
leading white counter 1694 is counting, the IOT interface
controller 1691 disables the read enable of data FIFO 1642

TABLE 7-continued
O

to repeatedly output the single white byte placed in the data
FIFO 1642 by the leading white repeat command. The white
byte is read repeatedly by the IOT 170. When the leading

End of Line:

Used for trailing edge white

white counter 1694 reaches 0, the video data counter 1695

data. Note that repeat
count should equal 0.
1.

begins counting and the IOT interface controller 1691
enables the data FIFO 1642 and the output metabit FIFO
1640 to stream their data to the IOT 170 under synchroni

End of Page
Repl2

Command
O

O

Note:

if End of Line is decoded

from this command, Repl2
acts as Mask Channel

Scanline Disable. If this

bit is low, the Mask Chamel

15

is enabled for the next

scanline.

1.

if End of Line, Mask Channel

FIFOs 1642 and 1640 to be filled. The OT interface

disabled for the next
scanline.

Repcnt0-12

20

Command

Repeat Command Repeat Count.
Repeat Command Decode Table

25

However, if repeat mode bit 15 is set high, indicating the
repeat mode, the command bits of the command instruction
take the form indicated in Tables 6 and 7. As shown in Tables
6 and 7, command bits 0-12 represent the repeat count.

Since the repeat count in the repeat mode provides 128 times
the range of the repeat count in the normal mode, the repeat
mode is used when very wide structures of a scan line have

The basic operation of the bus interface 1610 is to retrieve

packets over the bus using Direct Memory Access (DMA)
35

normal, the previous command is repeated for the additional
number of pixels indicated by the repeat countbits 0-11. In
this case, the previous command register 1682 shown in
FIG. 5 is used. If the repeat command type indicates either
leading white data or end of line trailing white data, a single
white byte is loaded into the data FIFO 1642 by the white
(transparent) generator 1690. This white (transparent) gen

and write them into one of the five FIFO channels

1620-1628. The bus interface 1610 is programmed once
before each page, and then operates independently to fill the
FIFO channels 1620-1628. The channel arbitation logic
1617 is used to decide on the priority with which each FIFO
channel 1620-1628 is filled. This is based on signals from
each FIFO channel generated when they are almost empty.
as well as on programmable “weights" for each channel and
an interleave option for three of the channels. The weights
indicate the number of times in a row that a channel remains

erator 1690 is set to the correct value of white by configu

ration register 1681. If the repeat command type indicates
end of page, this command stops execution of further

controller 1691 receives a clock signal, a page sync signal,
and a line sync signal from the IOT 170 through the line and
page sync handler 1688, and provides a return clock signal
and a read data signal back to the IOT 170. As long as the
data FIFO 1642 and the output metabit FIFO 1640 have
valid data as filled by the multichannel combiner 1630, the
IOT interface controller 1691 is used to synchronize the
reading of that data at the correct time by the IOT.
As shown in FIG. 6, the bus interface 1610 comprises a
burst FIFO 1611, a sample channel control 1612, a slow
channel control 1613, registers 1614, a decoder 1615, a
buffer memory 1616. channel arbitration logic 1617, and a
card controller 1618.

the same color data or object, such as a scanned image or
large constant color area.
Finally, bits 13 and 14 represent the repeat type of the
repeat mode command instruction. If the repeat type is

zation from the IOT controller 1691. When the video data

counter 1695 reaches zero, the trailing white counter 1696
begins to count, and the IOT interface controller 1691 causes
the single white byte placed in the data FIFO 1642 to be read
repeatedly by the IOT 170.
The IOT interface controller 1691 operates independently
of the parts of the FIFO control and command/mask channel
processor 1680 which cause the data and output metabit

45

as the current highest priority. The arbitration scheme in the
first embodiment of the bus interface 1610 is based on three

commands until the circuit is reset.

subsets of priorities. Priority subset 1 is always the highest

It should be appreciated that only when the repeat type
bits 13 and 14 indicate the end of line type is bit 12 redefined

priority and includes fetching new sample and mask channel
pointers, described in more detail below. Priority subsets 2
and 3 alternate in priority. Priority subset 2 includes fetching
sample channel data, and priority subset 3 is a round robin

to be the mask scan line enable/disable bit, which is used to

either turn on or turn off the mask channel for the next scan

fetch command, fetching, in turn, mask, color, meta and

line. This allows only those scan lines with pertinent mask
data to be placed in the mask channel, which compresses the

command channel data.

data needed for the mask channel. This is shown in Table 7.

It should also be appreciated that when the repeat type bits

55

13 and 14 indicate either the output white type or end of line
type, the repeat count is not used. Instead, white space at the
beginning and end of a line is a special case of video data
generation that can be taken advantage of to increase the
amount of time available to generate the actual page data. To
generate leading and trailing edge white (transparent) data,

are called "slow channels' because their channel FIFOs

1622-1628 have fewer than 32bits of width. When fetching
them, it is necessary to write the fetched words into the burst
FIFO 1611 so that they can be unpacked in parallel by the

three counters are attached to IOT interface controller 1691

and are preloaded with the correct data at the beginning of
each color separation. The leading white counter 1694 is
used to count the beginning margin on each scanline. It
begins counting when the line and page sync handler 1688
receives a new line sync signal from the IOT. While the

The reasoning behind the arbitration scheme is the fol
lowing: pointers (subset 1) are small, infrequent, but impor
tant fetches, as will be described below. Sample channel data
(subset 2) is raw bytes that has the potential to demand the
greatest bandwidth through the system. The other channels

slow channel control 1613 onto their individual FIFO chan
65

nels 1622-1628. While this is happening, another burst fetch
may occur in parallel for the sample channel FIFO 1620.
It is possible to control the burst transfer size of fetches
for each channel. One of the registers 1614 stores the burst
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size for each channel. There is also a set of registers of the
registers 1614 that store the addresses in memory 150 where
the data for each channel begins. The mask channel and the
sample channel, in order to save memory size, use one level
of indirection in fetching data. Instead of using a single
address pointer register, the mask and sample color channel
each have three registers. The first points to an address in
memory 150 where a table is stored. This table contains a list
of address/size pairs, each of which specify a part of
memory 150 where the next sample map or bitmap section
will be found. The sample channel control 1612 fetches the
next address into a sample address register of registers 1614,
and fetches the size of that block of sample data into a
sample size register of registers 1614. The bus interface
1610 is then able to fetch from that part of the memory 150
until the correct amount of data has been fetched, after

which it fetches the next address/size pair in the sample data
table. The mask channel is handled similarly.
Since fetches always happen on word boundaries, it is
possible in the case of sample data that the actual first valid
byte of data may occur within a word. Thus, the sample
channel control 1612 must also be able to compare the byte
address in memory 150 that it has attempted to fetch with the
word address in memory 150 that was actually fetched, and
tag up to three bytes in the first word fetched with an
"invalid" tag. The sample channel unpacker 1632a is later
able to discard these invalid bytes rather than load them into
the internal sample FIFO 1632b.
Other parts of the bus interface 1610 include a buffer
memory 1616 for equalizing data rates, a card controller
1618 handling low level SBus card functions, and a decoder
1615 handling SBus request address mapping and decoding.

O

FIGS. 3, 4 and 5.
In addition, because the IOT controller 260 also includes
15

25

30

One important function of decoder 1615 is to provide an
interface to a serial portin IOT 170 which is able to send and
receive status information.
35
FIG. 7 shows a second embodiment of the IOT controller

260. As shown in FIG. 7, the bus interface 2610, which is

similar in its essential operations and configuration to the
bus interface 1610, receives 4-byte bursts from the bus 114
and outputs the 32 bit data stream to the compressor/
decompressor controller 2650 and the integrated combinerd

channel FIFO 2630. The integrated combiner?channel FIFO
2630 integrates the multichannel combiner 1630 with the

data channel FIFOs 1620-1628. The compressor/
decompressor controller 2650 allows for the use of com
pressed data when transferring data from the memory 150 to
the IOT controller 260 and is controlled by metabit infor
mation also transferred from the memory 150. The
compressor/decompressor controller 2650 thus allows for
the metabit information to indicate which type of compres
sion has been applied to a received block of data.
Accordingly, it is possible to optimize the data compres

sion based on the object type (i.e., whether the data is color
image data which is optimally compressed using "JPEG"
(Joint Photographic Expert Group) techniques or blackd
white bitmap data and other types of data which can be
optimally compressed using binary compression techniques
such as run length encoding or CCITT). Accordingly, based
on the object type of the data input to the compressor/
decompressor controller 2650, the data will be output to the
sample data compressor/decompressor 2620 or the binary
compressor/decompressor 2640. In addition, a scanner inter
face 116 (which can alternately be an interface to other
devices, such as digital camera) can be attached to the
compressor/decompressor controller 2650 so that on-the-fly
scan data from the scanner can be obtained, compressed,
transmitted to the compressor/decompressor controller

20
2650, decompressed and input to the appropriate channel of
the integrated combiner?channel FIFOs 2630 in real time.
This would allow on-the-fly insertion of image portions
through a scanner or other equivalent device, such as the
scanner of a copier or an integrated copier/printer, such that
on-the-fly data can be incorporated into the page image
under control of the metabit channel without having to
change the PDL description of the page image.
Once the sample or binary data is decompressed, it is
input to the integrated combiner/channel FIFOs 2630, which
operates substantially as described above with respect to
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a color space transformer 2670, the sample color data and
the constant color data can be placed in the optimal color
space prior to it being stored or transmitted. As shown in
FIG. 7, the integrated combiner/channel FIFOs 2630 can
output a 24-bit word (3-colors by 8-bits per color) to the

color space transformer 2670, which transforms the 24-bit
3-color data into 4 bytes of color data which is then output
back to the integrated combiner/channel FIFOs 2630 as four
bytes representing the C.Y.M and Kcolor separation layers.
Alternately, the color data can be input directly to the color
space transformer 2670 from the bus interface 2610. In both
cases, the metabit data can be used to control the color space
transformer 2670 to select the optimal color space transfor
mation for the particular object type the current data relates
to. As part of the object optimized color space
transformation, the optimal tone reproduction curve (TRC)
can be selected using the metabits. Then, the integrated
combiner?channel FIFOs 2630, operating as described above
with respect to FIGS. 3-5, outputs the output color data and
the metabits to the IOT 170. According to the capacity and
speed of the IOT 170, the final data can be output as slow as
8 bits per output cycle plus 1-4 metabits or as fast as 32bits
per output cycle plus 1-4 metabits.
In a third preferred embodiment of the IOT controller
shown in FIG. 8, the compressor/decompressor controller
3650 is used only to control the sample data compressord
decompressor 3620. The binary compressor/decompressor
2640 of FIG. 7 has been replaced with a more advanced
embodiment. In this embodiment, the binary compressord
decompressor 3640 is either an adaptive compressor/
decompressor or a high speed CCITT compressor/
decompressor. However, the third embodiment of the IOT
controller 360 generally operates as described above with
respect to the first and second preferred embodiments of the
IOT controller.

50
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Finally, FIG. 9 shows a fourth preferred embodiment of
the IOT controller 460. In this fourth preferred embodiment,
the integrated combiner and channel FIFOs 4630 outputs
either 3-color (24-bit words) or 4-color (32-bit words) to a
first color space transformer 4670 and a second color space
transformer 4675. Each of the first color space transformer
4670 and the second color space transformer 4675 is used to
generate two of the 4 color separation layers to be output to
the IOT 170. In general each of the color space transformers
operates at a speed twice that of the integrated combiner and
channel FIFOs 4630 and the packers 4672 and 4677.
For example, the first color space transformer 4670
outputs, in a first clock cycle, an 8-bit C color separation
data byte and outputs, in a second clock cycle, an 8-bit M
color separation layer byte. Likewise, in the first clock cycle,
the second color space transformer 4675 outputs the 8-bit Y
color separation layer byte and, in the second clock cycle,
outputs the 8-bit K color separation layer byte.
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In the first clock cycle, the first color space transformer
4670 outputs the 8-bit C data to the packer 4672 while the
second color space transformer 4675 outputs the 8-bit Y data
to the packer 4677. Likewise, in the second clock cycle, the
first color space transformer 4670 outputs the 8-bit M data
to the packer 4672, while the second color space transformer
4675 outputs the 8-bit K data to the packer 4677. Since the
packers 4672 and 4677 operate at one-half the speed of the
color space transformers 4670 and 4675, they then output
the combined 16-bit data from the first and second color

space transformers 4670 and 4675 in parallel to the IOT 170
to provide all 4 color separation layers, as 48-bit words,
simultaneously. In this way, abroader range of IOTs 170 can
be used with this system, including 1-pass. 4-color copiers/
printers which use four different print drums to form all four
color separation layers C. M. Y. K on a single pass of the
copy sheet through the IOT.
The following figures show the operation of the PDL
decomposition means 130, the IOT data and command
instruction generating means 140 and the data structures
stored in the memory 150. The memory 150 comprises a
RAM portion 151 and a non-volatile portion 152. The
non-volatile portion 152 can comprise any one of a hard
disk, a removable tape, floppy disks, an optical disk, a flash
memory, or any other equivalent memory device which
provides for long term, non-volatile data storage. As shown
in FIG. 10, after starting in step S10, a document is created
in step S20 by a document creator such as a graphical artist
or other skilled operator of a desktop publishing program.
Once the creator has finished creating the document in
step S20, in step S30 the print data for the IOT is prepared
using object-specific or object optimized compression and
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In step S70, the print data prepared in step S30 is
combined and printed using the object-specific, or object
optimized, decompression and rendering techniques. At the
same time, in step S80, real time data may be acquired and
synchronized to the print data prepared in step S30. The real
time data in step S80 is acquired from other sources, such as
a scanner, the scanner portion of a copier, a digital camera,
a remote computer, or any other device which is able to
generate and transmit data to the IOT controller 160 in real

10

15

this document stored in S50 should be printed, retrieves the
compressed pages as in step S60 by copying them from the
non-volatile portion 152 of the memory 150 into the RAM
portion 151. Thus, the print data prepared in step S30,
whether it has been stored in steps S50 and recalled in steps
S60, or sent directly by step S40, is output to step S70.
It should also be appreciated that steps S20-S50, steps
S110-S130, and their substeps described below, do not have
to be performed in real time, as the IOT 170 is not being
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compares the actual colors printed as indicated by the
measurement data to the colors intended to be printed on the
test document for that type of object, and makes adjust
ments. In this way, for example, the tone reproduction curve
drift of the IOT 170, caused by changes in temperature,
humidity or other environmental factors, can be corrected
for on an object optimized basis by altering the tone repro
duction curves for different types of objects, such as constant
color objects, sample image data objects, or color text
objects. Thus, after the calibration print is measured and
object optimized rendering adjustments are made in step
S110, control returns to steps S70 for printing the actual
document.

However, if in step S90, this print is not to be a calibration
print, control flows to step S110, now no longer real time, in
which the creator determines if the printed document is
okay. If the printed document is not okay, control flows to
step S120, which permits the editing of objects in the print
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actively driven and therefore no real time constraints limit
these steps. In contrast, it should be appreciated that steps
S70-S100 are to be performed in real time, as the IOT 170
is being actively driven. Therefore, any failure to process

data by the creator, thus returning to step S30. In step S30,
the objects, prior to flattening (which generally causes the
object type to be lost) can be adjusted through an operator

interface of the object optimized ESS 100. By allowing the
operator or creator to make minor adjustments in the color
space transform(s), the tone reproduction curve(s), and/or
other factors, without having to return to the original,
undecomposed, PDL document file, most of the processing
required to prepare the print data using object optimized
compression and rendering does not have to be repeated. In
addition, since the object type is retained at this point, these
types of corrections can be made once to an object, rather
than repeatedly to each different scan line.
This editing step S120, which uses the information avail
able in the object optimized ESS 100, differs from the prior
art in that when dealing with rendering-related changes to
the document, the creator is able to avoid the time consum

ing steps of returning to the workstation, recalling the entire
document onto the workstation display, which is required

and provide the data to the IOT 170 in real time will cause

the pages printed by the IOT to be incorrect. Depending on
the type and capacity of the non-volatile memory portion
152, step S60 may or may not be performed in real-time.

various colors of the test document and provide measure
ment data to the IOT controller 160. The OT controller 160

ture shown in FIGS. 29-32.

Then, after the print data has been prepared in step S30,
it is determined, in step S40, whether the data structures in
the RAM portion 151 of the memory 150 should be stored
to the non-volatile portion 152 of the memory 150. Either
the document creator may specify the storage step S50 or the
printing system may require the storage step S50 to conserve
resources for a large or complicated document. If it is
determined that the data structure stored in the RAM portion
151 of the memory 150 should be stored, the compressed
pages are stored in the non-volatile memory portion 152 in
step S50. This necessarily requires that the creator or the
printing system, after determining the compressed pages for

Next, in step S90, the creator or the printing system
determines whether this printing operation is a calibration
print. If, the creator or the automatic calibration process of
the IOT 170 determines that, in step S90, this print is to be
a calibration print, the printed page is measured automati
cally in real-time in step S100 to determine if any object
optimized rendering adjustments are necessary to correct the
rendering of any of the objects of the document. For
example, during one particular type of calibration test, the
IOT controller 160 outputs a predetermined test document to
the IOT 170. This test document contains test patches,
rendered to simulate a particular type of object, such as a
pictorial (sampled) object. After the IOT 170 prints the test
document, sensors in or attached to the IOT 170 measure

25

rendering techniques. The preparation of the print data in

step S30 is performed by the PDL decomposition means 130
and the IOT data and command instruction generating
means 140. As the print data is prepared, it is stored in the
RAM portion 151 of the memory 150 using the data struc

time.
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even if only a small part needs to be changed, modifying the
document, creating a new PDL version of the document,
retransmitting the document to the printer, and waiting for
the document to go through decomposition process before
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viewing a new print. Instead, rendering changes to indi

vidual objects on a page, such as modifications to the
midtone cyan separation of a particular pictorial object on a
page, may be entered at the printer and only the last
sub-steps of the prepare print data process step S30 need to
be redone within the object optimized ESS 100 before a
creator is able to view a new print. Because the finalization
phase of document creation is often a highly iterative
process, the time saved can be considerable.
Further, because the rendering controls available to the
document creator on a workstation are often different than
the direct controls which can be provided by the object
optimized ESS 100, and because a workstation display
shows colors differently than a color printer will print them,
the document creator is likely to more quickly converge on
the desired colors for the objects in the document by using
the rapid reprint-with-editing step S120 than by editing at
the workstation, as in the prior art.
However, if the print is okay, control flows from step S110
to step S130, where any changes made in step S120 are
saved in a standard format for automatic incorporation into
the document by the object optimizing ESS 100 or by the
document creation software. Then, control flows to step
S140 where the process ends.
FIG. 11 shows in greater detail the process for preparing
the print data using object optimized compression and
rendering techniques of step S30 of FIG. 10. As shown in
FIG. 11, the print data preparing process of step S30 starts
in step S200. In step S200, the next (or first) page in the
document created in step S20 is obtained as the current page,
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parameters.
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either from the internal PDL file source means 110 or their
remote PDL file source means 112.

Next, in step S210, the object list for the current page is
constructed, and incorporates the object optimized rendering
tags associated with the particular objects for this page. In
the preferred embodiment of step S210, the object optimized
rendering tags are generated automatically by the PDL
decomposition means 130 and/or the IOT data and com
mand instruction generating means 140 from the determined
object type for each object. In a second preferred embodi
ment of step S210, while the automatic process for gener
ating the object optimized rendering tags is used as a default
mode, the document creator can, when preparing the docu
ment in step S20, explicitly include object optimized ren
dering hints when specifying an object using the PDL. These
creator-inserted rendering hints include explicitly defining
the object type, explicitly defining a color space transform or
tone reproduction curve, explicitly setting the halftone
screen frequency and/or angle, indicating preferences for
gamut mapping, and/or any other desired object optimized
rendering parameters which would otherwise normally be
set automatically by the PDL decomposition means 130
and/or the IOT data and command instruction generating
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means 140.

As the object list, including the object optimized render
ing tags, is being generated in step S210 for the current page,
in step S220, the system resources, such as available
memory, are monitored to ensure they have not been
exhausted. It should be appreciated that very complex pages,
having, for example, a complicated clipping region with a
sweep set at an angle to the orthogonal directions of the
page, can require so many objects in the object list that the
memory resources in RAM portion 151 of the memory 150
are insufficient. That is, in effect, this page has a negative
compression problem.
Thus, a fallback mode is provided which does not use
separate memory for each additional object. In the fallback
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mode, the current page is rendered into the sample channel
and, depending on the system resources, may be rendered at
a reduced resolution. If step S220 determines that the
resources are not sufficient, control flows to step S230,
which prepares the print data for the current page using the
fallback mode. In general, the fallback mode resorts to
creating the conventional bitmap?bytemap used in conven
tional IOTs 170. In this case, while the page is not printed
such that the print parameters for each object are optimized,
at least the pages can be printed. In addition, since some
PDLs define the print parameters for current page by refer
ring to a previous page (i.e., the pages are not independent),
handling resource overflow by defaulting to the conven
tional bitmap?bytemap, as in step S230, it is possible that the
faulty page makes such a reference to previously defined
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Two preferred embodiments of the fallback mode are
contemplated. In a first embodiment of step S230, when a
page is reached that exhausts the available resources, a
conventional PDL decomposition process is started from the
first page of the current document. All of the state and
graphical operator parameters are reset to zero. The graphi
cal operators from the first page are processed only so far as
to maintain the graphical state correctly. That is, the bitmap
or bytemap is not written into.
This continues until the last independent page before the
faulty page is encountered. From that point, both the graphi
cal operators and the image data are processed, but the
image data is not output to the IOT. Once the faulty page is
reached, the processed image data is output to the IOT.
Processing of the subsequent pages and outputting them to
the IOT is continued until the first independent page after the
faulty page is encountered.
From this point, the object optimizing PDL decomposi
tion means 130 and the IOT data and command instruction

generating means 140 also restart at the first page of the
current document, resetting all the data fields and graphical
operators to zero. The object optimizing ESS 100 continues
the object optimizing processing without generating the
image data until the first independent page after the faulty
page is discovered. From that point until the next faulty
page, the PDL decomposition means 130 and the IOT data
and command instruction generating means 140 operate as
set forth above. This process is then repeated for each faulty
page until the entire document has been printed.
In a second preferred embodiment, two parallel process
ing operators are initialized for the current document. The
first processing operator is the object optimizing process of
this invention. The second is a conventional bytemap/bitmap
processor. The object optimizing processor of this invention
continues until the first faulty page is discovered.
At that point, the second processor begins operating
without generating image data until the last independent
page before the faulty page is discovered. From this point up
to the faulty page, image data is generated, but is not output
to the IOT 170. Then, the faulty page and all subsequent
pages, until the first independent page after the faulty page.
are generated and output to the IOT 170 by the conventional
processor, When the first independent page after the faulty
page is encountered, the object optimizing processor begins
analyzing the graphical operators, without outputting the
print data to the IOT, from the faulty page until the first
independent page after the faulty page.
From this point, the object optimizing processor again
generates and outputs the object optimized data to the IOT
170 and continues to do so until the next faulty page is
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encountered. At this point, the graphical state of the con
ventional processor is updated from the first independent
page after the first faulty page until the last independent page
before the second faulty page. Then, the process described
above is repeated until the last page of the current document 5
is printed.
However, if step S220 determines that the memory
resources are sufficient, control flows to step S240, where
the scanline data and commands are generated on a scanline
by-scanline basis. Then, in step S250, the real time channel O
data is extracted and stored in the memory 150.
Both steps S230 and S250 continue to step S260, which
determines if any further pages of the current document
require processing. If so, control flows back to step S200.
However, if no further pages require processing, flow con 15
tinues to step S270, which returns control to step S40.
FIG. 12 shows in greater detail the process for combining
and printing using object optimized decompression and
rendering of step S70 of FIG. 10. As shown in FIG. 12, the 20
combining and printing process of step S70 begins in step
S300. In step S300, the compressed data for the next (or
first) page in the collated set of pages (i.e. the pages of the
current document) is obtained. In one preferred
embodiment, the compressed data for the next page is 25
obtained by the bus interface 1610 from the RAM portion
151 of the memory 150 through the bus 114.
In a second preferred embodiment, the compressed data is
stored to the non-volatile memory portion 152 of memory
150. This is useful in cases where the creator wishes to be

able to reprint copies of the document pages without the
need for repeating the process for preparing print data using

30

object specific compression and rendering of step S30. Note
that the compressed data contains the metabit data used to
control object-optimized rendering functions, so that the
object optimizing capability is not lost.
Next, in step S310, the compressed data for the current
page is decompressed and combined using the multichannel
combiner 1630. Next, in step S330, the metabit information
provided to the IOT controller 160 is used to select object
optimized rendering methods and to select among simulta
neous input streams in order to optimize the page printed by
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In a second embodiment, some of the metabit information

is used by the multichannel combiner 1630 to generate the
object-optimized data, while other metabit information is
output by the multichannel combiner 1630 to the IOT 170.
These metabits output the IOT 170 control subsystems on
the IOT 170, including color space transformation, tone

55

reproduction curves, and/or halftone generator frequencies

and screen angles, to further optimize the print data. In a
third embodiment, all of the metabit information is trans

mitted by the IOT controller 160, along with the print data,
to the subsystems of the IOT 170.
Finally, in a fourth preferred embodiment, certain aspects
of the object-optimized rendering, such as color
transformation, tone reproduction and the like, are applied
during the process for preparing print data using object
specific rendering and compression of step S30, while the

Once the current page is printed in step S330, by the IOT
170 in an object-optimized form, control flows to steps S340
which determines if the last page in the current copy has
been printed. If the last page has not been printed, control
flows back to step S300. However, if the last page of the
current copy has been printed, control flows to step S350
which determines if all of the desired copies have been
printed. If not, control flows to step S360 where the number
of copies is incremented by 1, then to step S370 where the
current page pointer is reset to the first page of the current
document, and finally back to step S300. However, if step

S350 determines the last copy has been printed, control
flows to step S380, which returns control to step S90.
FIG. 13 shows in greater detail the process for construct

ing the object list with object optimizing rendering tags of
step S210 of FIG. 11. As shown in FIG. 13, constructing the
object list begins by reading in step S400, the PDL docu

ment file. Then, in step S410, the next (or first) language
element is obtained as the current language element and
parsed. After the current language element is parsed, the
standard graphics interface is called. The parsing of a PDL
and other operations leading up to calling the standard
graphics interface varies from one PDL to another. These
processes are well known in the art.
Next, in step S420, the current language element is
analyzed to determine if it indicates the end of the current
page. If the current language element indicates the end of the
current page, control flows to step S430 where the clipper
region of the current page is validated. The clipper valida

to steps S1140-1160 shown in FIG. 18. Once the clipper
region for the current page is validated in step S430, control
flows to step S440 where control is returned to step S220.
If the current language element does not indicate the end
of the current page in step S420, control flows to step S450.

In step S450, the current language element is checked to see

That is, in a first embodiment, the multichannel combiner

data under control of the metabits.

combiner 1630 or in the IOT 170.

tion process will be described in further detail with respect

the IOT 170.

1630 uses the metabit information to determine parameters,
such as color space transformation, tone reproduction
curves, halftone generator frequencies and screen angles
and/or other information on an object-by-object basis. The
optimal data is determined and output to the IOT 170 based
on these different types of processing to be applied to the

26
metabits control other aspects, whether in the multichannel
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if it is a color operator. If so, control flows to step S460
where the color operator process is performed.
However, if in step S450 the current language element is
determined not to be a color operator, control flows to step
S470, where the current language element is checked to see
if it is a masking operator. If so, control flows to step S480,
where the masking operator process is performed.
However, if in step S470, the current language element is
not a masking operator, control flows to step S490, where
the next language element is checked to see if it is a state
operator. If so, control flows to step S500, which performs
the graphical state operator process. All of steps S460, S480,
and S500 return to step S410.
Finally, if the current language element is determined not
to be a state operator in step S490, control flows to step
S510, where an error indication is output by the object
optimizing ESS 100, to indicate the current language cannot
be properly parsed. Then, from step S510, control flows
through step S520 back to step S20.
It should be appreciated that the color operators checked
for in step S450 include such operators as "setcolor",
"image", "colorimage", and equivalent commands. Of
course, the actual commands depend upon the PDL lan
guage. Likewise, the masking operator commands checked
for in step S470 include such commands as "fill", "stroke".
"character', and other such commands. Again, the actual

commands will depend upon the PDL language. Finally, the
state operators checked for in state S490 include such
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compressing and storing the command data. Because of the
characteristics of the command data, conventional compres
sion techniques, such as Lempel–Ziv (LZ) are used to
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commands as "set clipper", "setstroke width".

"setrenderhint", and other such state operators. Again, it
should be appreciated that the actual command will depend
upon the PDL language used.
FIG. 14 shows in greater detail the process for generating
scanline data of step S240 of FIG. 11. As shown in FIG. 14,
the process for generating the scanline data begins by
initializing the active object list and setting the scanline
equal to 1 in step S600.
Next, in step S610, each new object from the current
scanline is merged onto the sorted active object list. FIG.29
shows a generalized form of the scanline object list data
structures generated during construction of the object list
with object-specific tags in step S210. As shown in FIG. 29,
a pointer to the objects starting on the third scanline 1513,
for example, points to the first object 15131 on the third
scanline 1513, which in turn points to a second object 15132
on the scanline 1513. In this structure, the object list, such
as 15131, 15132), contains objects which are positioned in
the list according to the relative order of the corresponding
PDL language elements that produced them.
However, the sorted active object list is sorted by the
beginning position of the object and on a left-to-right basis.
Thus, the first object on the sorted active object list is the
active object having the leftmost starting position. Likewise,
the last object on each scanline is the object having the
rightmost starting position. When processing a given
scanline, each object that begins on that scanline is merged
into the active object list such that this left-to-right ordering
is maintained. In general, the active object list contains
objects which began on scanlines prior to the current scan

compress the command data. The command data is extracted
on a scanline-by-scanline basis from the flattened runs. The

command data is stored to the command channel data

O
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sion techniques appropriate for each type of data, such as
those defined by the Joint Photographic Expert Group
(JPEG) of the International Standards Organization, are

line and which are still active.

Once the new objects are merged onto the sorted active
object list in step S610, control flows to step S620. In step
S620, the run list for the current scanline is generated from
the sorted active object list. Then, control flows to step S630,
where the runs list for the current scanline is flattened by
determining, at each point along the scanline, which run of
the runs list is "on top,” that is, determining the run which
does not underly any other run at that point.
Once the runs list is flattened in step control flows to step
S640. In step S640, the ordered list of commands and colors
for the current scanline is produced. The commands are
generated to ensure that the proper colors are available in the
color registers, that the mask data is properly enabled or
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disabled, that the sampled image data, if required, is

available, and the metabits are properly set up to optimize
the hardware processing, such as decompression, color
space transformation, tone reproduction curve processing or
the like performed by the IOT controller 160 or IOT 170.
The colors, in the form of palette references, are generated
to ensure the correct color and rendering tag information is
read from the palette for each instruction.
After step S640, control flows to step S650 where
expended items are removed from the sorted active objects
list. Objects become expended when the current scanline is
the last scanline the object appears upon. Next, in step S660.

50

used. Once all of the different data portions and types are
extracted, (possibly) compressed and stored in steps

S710-S740, control returns through step S750 to step S260.
FIG.16 shows in greater detail the method for processing
the color operator, of step S460 of FIG. 13. The color
operator processing begins by determining in step S800 if
the color-operator provides a sampled image. If it is not a
sampled image, control flows to step S810. In step S810, the
color palette is checked to determine if the constant color
indicated by the current language element already has an
identical entry in the color palette. When a palette entry is
first established, its rendering tag field is set to a default
value. So long as the rendering tag remains the default value,
when checking to see if an identical palette entry exists, the
answer will be yes. If so, control flows to step S820 where
the palette entry with the same color model and pixel data as

indicated by the current next language element is located.
However, if the rendering tag has been altered, for
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the scanline number is checked to determine if the current

scanline number is the last scanline of the page. If it is not,
control flows to step S670 where the scanline number is
incremented by 1. From step S670, flow returns to step
S610. However, if the current scanline is the last scanline,

control is returned to step S250 through step S680.
After the scanline data is generated in step S240, control
flows to step S250. FIG. 15 shows step S250 in greater
detail. The process begins in step S700 by extracting,

portion of the RAM portion 151, as shown in FIG. 32.
Next, in step S710, the constant color data is extracted,
compressed and stored as described in more detail below.
Then, in step S720, the metabit data is extracted, compressed
and stored. In step S730, the mask pointers are extracted and
stored and the mask data the mask pointers point to is
extracted, compressed and stored. As with the command
data, conventional techniques such as LZ compression are
used to compress the constant color and metabit data. As
with the above steps, the constant color data, the metabit
data and the mask pointers are extracted from the flattened
runs list and stored, respectively, to the constant color
channel portion, the metabit channel portion and the mask
data channel portion of the RAM portion 151 on a scanline
by-scanline basis. The mask data is likewise extracted and
then is compressed using known one bit compression tech
niques such as run length encoding, CCITT Group 4 and
other comparable systems. Once compressed, the mask data
is also stored to the mask data channel portion of the RAM
portion 151.
Then, in step S740, the sampled image pointers are
extracted and stored and the sampled image data is
extracted, compressed and stored to the sample data channel
portion of the RAM portion 151. The processes of steps
S710-S740 are very similar. However, different compres
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example, by step S1050 of FIG. 17, then the answer will be
no, and a new palette entry will need to be created. Thus, if
the answer in step S810 is no, control flows to step S830,
where a new palette entry is established in the color palette,
using the color model and pixel data indicated by the current
language element. Then, in step S840, a hashing function is
applied to the pixel data indicated by the current language
element to determine the proper palette index. As shown in
FIG. 31, the palette comprises a plurality of index slots
1521-1152n. Each hash table in the palette 1520 has a
number of palette entries, each of which can be either a
constant color entry or a sampled entry. The palette will be
described in further detail below. Then, in step S850, the
current palette entry is inserted into the palette at the hash
table slot determined by the palette index.
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In a second preferred embodiment, instead setting up a er's eye. The "renderhint" may indicate the edges of an
new palette entry, the current constant color can be stored off object should not be sharpened. The "renderhint" may
to the side, until step S1050 needs to set the rendering tag for indicate the defined colors of this object should be preserved
this current constant color. In this case, only at this point will rather than the saturation boosted.
the new palette entry be formed with the rendering tag field 5 Alternately, the "renderhint" may explicitly define an
already reset from the default value.
object type, with the rest of the analysis continuing in the
However, if step S800 determines that the color-operator default mode based upon the defined object type and the
provided a sampled image, control flows to step S860. In undefined subparameters.
step S860, the image resolution divisor is calculated based
Then, from either step S1010 or step S1020, control flows
on the image data and the available IOT resolutions. As 10 to step S1030, where the rendering tags in the "currentcolor”
described above with reference to bits 6 and 7 of Table 4, the
state set by the graphical state operator process is updated,
image resolution deviser indicates how many clock cycles In the first preferred embodiment shown in FIGS. 13, 16 and
each pixel of the sampled image must be repeated to 17. if the "currentcolor" tag is not the default tag and
generate an obtainable resolution for the IOT.
disagrees with the rendering tag for the palette entry indi
Then, in step S870, the current image data is rotated 15 cated by the "currentcolor", that palette entry must be
and/or scaled according to the image resolution divisor duplicated, the rendering tag of the new palette entry
determined in step S860 as well as according to the most updated, and the "currentcolor" pointer updated to the new
recent "currenttransform" command evaluated by the palette entry.
graphical state operator process. Then, in step S880, a new
In a second preferred embodiment, where the new palette
color palette entry is established in the color palette using the 20 entry is not created during the process color operator step
current color model and the current sampled image data.
S460, the color data is held off to one side rather than
Next, in step S890, the palette index is calculated by inserted into the palette. In this case, the new palette entry
applying a hashing function to the image data height or is created in this step S1030, and its color values set to those
"S-Size". Then, in step S900, the current palette entry is 25 held off to the side. The rendering tag of this new palette
inserted into the color palette at the hashing table slot entry is set to the value determined in either step S1010 or
determined by the palette index.
step S1020. This new palette entry is entered into the palette
Then, from any one of steps S820, S850 or S900, the at this time by performing step S840, S850 and S910 as part
control flows to step S900 where the "currentcolor” pointer of step S1050.
generated in the graphical state operator processing is set to 30 Next, in step S1040, the current object is scan converted
the current palette entry determined in steps S820, S850 or to generate one or more primitive objects, such as boxes,
S900. Then, control flows through step S920 to step S410. bitmaps and the like. Scan converting is a process well
FIG. 17 shows in greater detail the method for processing known in the art. Then, in step S1050, a determination is
the masking operator of step S480 of FIG. 13. Processing the made whether all of the primitive objects have been pro
masking operator begins in step S1000 by determining if the 35 cessed. If any primitive objects remain, control flows from
parameter "renderhint" has been set by the graphical state step S1050 to step S1060 where the next (or first) primitive
operator process. If not, control flows to step S1010, where object is obtained from the masking operator as the current
the object optimized rendering tags are automatically deter primitive object. Then, in step S1070, the primitive masking
mined. However, if "renderhint" is set, control flows to step object process is performed on the current primitive object.
S1020 where the object optimized rendering tags are derived Then flow returns to step S1050. This loop continues until
step S1050 determines there are no more primitive objects to
from the "renderhint" parameter(s).
That is, if the parameter "renderhint" is not set, the object be processed. In this case, control flows through step S1080
optimized rendering tags are determined by first analyzing to return to step S410.
the object type for the current language element, depending
FIG. 18 shows a more detailed version of the graphical
on the determined object type of the current language 45 state operator process set forth in step S500 of FIG. 13. In
element and the number of levels of distinctions that are
FIG. 18, the graphical state operator process of step S500
provided for between different types of objects. If only a begins by determining in step S1100 if the "setclipper"
single level of distinction is enabled, the object optimized operator is set.
rendering tags determined in step S1010 will, for example,
If the "setclipper" operator is not set, control flows to step
distinguish an image object from a non-image object. If 50 S1110, which determines if the "setrenderhint" operator has
additional levels of distinction were enabled, additional
been set. If not, control flows to step S1120 which sets the
rendering tags will be generated such that the same object graphical state for this state operator, and then flows to step
types might be provided with different color space S1180. However, if the “setrenderhint" operator is set in step
transforms, different tone reproduction curves, different S1110, control flows to step S1130 where the "renderhint"
saturation levels, and the like.
55 parameter in the graphical state is set to the rendering hint
When the "renderhint" parameter is set, in step S1020 the indicated by the “setrenderhint" operator. From step S1130.
automatically determined values, which otherwise would control flows again to step S1180.
have been determined in step S1010, are overridden by an
However, if in step S1100 the "setclipper" operator is set,
explicit instruction from the document creator. Thus, the control flows to step S1140 where the existence of a current
document creator can override the rendering hints which clipper object is determined as well as whether its complete
would have otherwise been set in step S1010. Thus, the ness attribute is "complete." If so, control flows to step
"renderhint" parameter may, but need not, specify what the S1150, where the current complete clipper object is con
object type is. It may be an independent type of hint verted into a sweep object. Then, the sweep's outline,
indicating regardless of what object type this object is, this designated as region s1, is set to the current clipping region.
is what the document creator wants to capture the observer's 65 At the same time the sweep's fill region, indicated as s2, is
eye. Or the "renderhint" may indicate this object is to be in set to the current clipping region's complete underlying
the background of the page and should not catch the observ sweep object. However, if no current clipper object exists or
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consists of a start position and an end position along the
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none of the current existing clipper object does not have a
completeness attribute of complete, control flows from step

scanline. However, in this case each run also consists of a

pointer to "thisobject" for the layer and color data. As with
steps S1230 and S1250, once the processing in step S1260
is finished, control flows to step S1270.
In step S1270, the variable "thisobject" is set to the object
pointed to by the "next" field of the current "thisobject".
Accordingly, the next "thisobject" becomes the current

S1140 directly to step S1160.
In step S1160, this object is inserted into the scanline
sorted active objects list as the first scanline of the object.

Steps S1140 through S1160 form the "validate clipper"
process S430 shown in FIG. 13 and described above. Then
control flows to step S1170 where the "currentclipper"
command in the graphical region is set to the new clipping

region. Then, as in steps and S1130, control flows to step
S1180, which returns control to step S410.
A more detailed description of the process for generating
a scanline runs list, as set forth in step S620 of FIG. 14, is
shown in FIG. 19. The process for generating the scanline
runs list starts in step S1200, by setting the variable "this

"thisobject". From step S1270, control flows back to step

10

15

object" to the first object on the active object list of the

current scanline.

In step S1220, "thisobject" is checked to see if it is a
sweep-type object. If so, control flows to step S1230. In step

S1230, one run for each piece of the s1 outline of "thisob
ject" of the current scanline is merged into the sorted runs
list. Each of the merged runs will consist of a start position
and an end position along the scanline. Each run will also
consist of a pointer to the underlying sweep object s2 of
"thisobject", so that the layer and color data may be
extracted. As set forth above, the s1 region was set to the
clipping region in effect at the time the sweep was created.
While the region has been set to the all clipping region's
underlying sweep object. After performing the merging
process of step S1230, control flows to step S1270.
If, in step S1220, the class of “thisobject” is not sweep,
control flows to step S1240 where "thisobject" is checked to
see if it is a clipper-type object. If so, the control flows to
step S1250. In step S1250, each object from "thisobject's"
inside list is clipped against the clipper of "thisobject". The
inside list is the list of objects which were collected and
attached to this list for this clipping object during the
primitive masking object processing of steps S1740-S1770,

20

in effect at the time this clipper object was created, in a
manner similar to that described above in connection with
the s1 sweep outline. The objects are clipped by removing
any part of the object which lies outside the clipper of the
clipping region.
After the objects are clipped, each resulting run is merged
into the sorted runs list. As in step S1220, each run consists
of a start position and an end position along the scanline.
However, in step S1250, each run also consists of a pointer
to the clipped object from the inside list of “thisobject" to the

control flows through step S1320, where the next visible run
25

the sorted runs list. As with steps S1230 and S1250, each run

Control then flows to step S1330, where the foreground
and background object colors and rendering tags of the next
visible run are checked to determine if they are the same as
the foreground and background object colors and rendering
tags of the object of the current run. If this is true, control
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flows to step S1360, where the runs are combined by setting
the end position of the current run to the end position of the
next visible run.

However, if this is not true, control flows to step S1340,

where the commands and colors for the current run are

produced. Then in step S1350, the next visible run becomes
35

the current run.

Both steps S1350 and S1360 continue to step S1370
where "currentstart" is set to the end position of the current

run. Control from step S1370 then flows back to step S1310.
If in step S1310, "currentstart" has now reached the end of
the scanline, control flows to step S1380 where the last set
of commands and colors are produced for the current run.
From step S1380, control flows through step S1390 back to
step S640.
FIG. 21 shows in greater detail the process for producing
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commands and colors for the current run of the current

scanline of either step S1340 or step S1380 of FIG. 20. In

step S1400, the foreground object of the current run is
examined to determine if that object is transparent. That is,
is the object a bitmap class-type object 15570, with a clear
50

55

layer and color data. As in step S1230, once the process is
completed, control flows to step S1270.
If, in step S1240, the class of "thisobject" is not clipper,

control flows to step S1260. In step S1260, a run for each
piece of "thisobject" on the current scanline is merged into

Next, in step S1310, the variable "currentstart" is checked

to determine if it has reached the end of the scanline. If not,
is identified.

shown in FIG. 24 and described in more detail below. That

is, each inside list of objects is associated to the correspond
ing clipping object for the period the corresponding clipping
object was in effect as the current clipping region. The
clipper of "thisobject" was set to the clipping region that was

FIG. 20 shows in greater detail the process for flattening
the runs list of step S360 of FIG. 14. As shown in FIG. 20,
the process of flattening the runs lists begins in step S1300.
In step S1300, the current run's foreground and background
objects are initialized to a white object with default render
ing tags. The start position and the end position are initial
ized to the start of the current scanline. Finally, the variable
"currentstart" is initialized to the start of the scanline.

Next, in step S1210, the variable "thisobject” is tested to

determine if it references a valid object. If "thisobject" does
not reference a valid object, control flows through step
S1280 back to step S630. However, if "thisobject” does
reference a valid object, as will always be true immediately
after "thisobject" is set to the first object, control flows to
step S1220.

S1210.
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field 15574 of true. If not, control passes to step S1410. In
step S1410, the current run's foreground object is examined
to see if the object is a class sweep-type object 15580. If not,
control passes to step S1420, which produces normal com
mands and colors. Control then flows to step S1460.
If in step S1410, the foreground objected is determined to
be a sweep class-type object 15590, control passes to step
S1430, which produces sweep commands and colors. Con
trol then again flows to step S1460. If, however, in step
S1400, the current run's foreground object is determined to
be a class bitmap-type object, with clearfield of true, control
passes to S1440, which processes the background chain and
fixes the mask bitmap. Then, control passes to step S1450,
which produces the commands and colors using the mask
Control then again flows to step S1460.
This procedure is unusual in that it can be called by two
steps. Thus, step S1460 determines which step, S1340 or
S1380, called this procedure, and returns control to the
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appropriate following step, step S1350 or step S1370. That
is, if producing the commands and colors for the current run
procedure was called by step S1340, flow continues to step
S1350. Likewise, if producing the commands and colors for
the current run procedure was called by step S1380, flow
continues to step S1390, which in turn returns control to step

34
Then, in step S1540, the palette is checked to determine

if the current color reference is the last color reference. If it

is not, control flows back to step S1500 and the next color
reference is again selected as the current color reference.
However, if the current color reference is the last color

S640.

As discussed above, step S1400 operates such that, if the
current run's foreground object is transparent, (i.e., a
bitmap-class object), the object pointed to by its background
field determines the color of the "0" bits of the maskin this

O

run, while the current run's object color determines the
foreground color. But the background object may itself be a
transparent bitmap, with either the same or a different
foreground colors. If the foreground colors are the same, as
is the case with black character bitmaps, the two adjacent 15
transparent layers can be combined by applying a logical OR
function to their bitmaps. Since the original writing of the
mask channel map in this area overwrote the underneath
bits, the underneath bitmap object's bitmap is OR-ed into the
map in this step. This OR-ing and combining a transparent 20
background with the object above it can continue until a
transparent background layer using a color for its "1" bits
different than the on-top object is reached. At this point, a
conflict in the desired use of the mask channel has been
found. It is resolved by converting the groups of spatially 25
adjacent "1" bits in the conflicting background bitmap into
runs and applying the "flatten" process recursively. In this
way, the conflicting transparent background object is con
verted into a set of objects which are not transparent. This
process continues down the background chain until an 30
opaque object or the layer 0 white paper is found.
FIG.22 shows a more detailed description of the constant
colors extracting, compressing and storing process of step
S710 of FIG. 15. The extracting, compressing and storing
constant colors process begins with step S1500. In step 35
S1500, the next (or first) color reference is obtained as the

current color reference. The current color reference is a

pointer to one of the palette entries of the palette data
structure shown in FIG. 31.

Next, in step S1510, the color data from the current palette
entry is obtained. As shown in FIG. 31, each constant color
type palette entry 15230 comprises a next link 15231 which
points to the next palette entry of this hash table slot, a
rendering tag field 15232 which provides data on how this
palette entry is to be rendered, a color class field 15233

which indicates whether this is a constant color palette entry,
a sampled image palette entry or some other type of palette
entry. The color model field 15234 indicates what type of
color model the pixel data uses (for example, RGB, CMYK,
CELab or the like) and may also indicate the preferred color
space transform for converting this color model into CMYK
in conjunction with the rendering tag field. Finally, the pixel
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at the next available location of the constant color channel.

In a first preferred embodiment, pixel data consisting of a
mixture of color models is thus stored in the channel data

structure. It is transformed to CMYK (or other IOT-specific)

data under the control of the metabits in either the IOT 170
or the multichannel combiner 1630, as described above. In

S1520.

Once the constant color data is compressed and stored in

step S1550, control flows through step S1560 and returns to
step S720.
FIG.23 shows a more detailed description of the metabits

extracting, compressing and storing process of step S720 of
FIG. 15. As shown in FIG. 23, the process for extracting,
compressing and storing the metabits begins in step S1600.
In step S1600, as in step S1500 of FIG. 22, the next (or
first) color reference (which is a printer to a palette entry) is
obtained as the current color reference. Likewise, as in step
S1510, in step S1610 the rendering tags are obtained from
the rendering tag field 15232 of the current palette entry
15230 or 15240. It should be appreciated that since both the
constant color palette entries 15230 and the sampled image
palette entries 15240 both include rendering tags, this pro
cess is not limited to the constant color palette entries, as in
the flowchart of FIG. 22.

Once the rendering tags are obtained in step S1610.
control flows to step S1620. In step S1620, the rendering
tags are looked up in a translation table which provides
specific translation between the printer independent render
ing tags and the IOT specific metabits. Thus, the lookup
process in step S1620 returns the IOT specific metabit values
which provide the appropriate hardware and/or software
process control that is appropriate for the specific IOT 170
based on the rendering tags of the current palette entry.
After the metabit values are obtained in step S1620,
control flows to step S1630, where the metabit values for the
current palette entry are stored into the next available

Then, in step S1640, the current color reference is

checked to see if it is the last color reference. If not, control

channel data structure of the RAM 151, as shown in FIG. 32,

a second preferred embodiment, a color transform, deter
mined by the color model and rendering tag fields, is applied
to the pixel data, converting it to CMYK, as a part of step

color data stored in the constant color channel field as with
other channel data, the data transfer over the bus 114 is
minimized.

location of the metabit channel of the channel data structure
shown in FIG. 32.

values field 15235 stores the actual color data.

Next, in step S1520, the pixel data in the current palette
entry is read from the pixel values data field 15235. Then, in
step S1530, the just read pixel color data is stored into the

reference, control flows to step S1550.
In step S1550, the color data in the constant color channel
data structure is read from memory, compressed and
re-stored in compressed form. By compressing the constant
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flows back to step S1600, where the next color reference is
again selected as the current color reference. However, if the
current color reference is the last color reference, control
flows to step S1650.
In step S1560, the metabit data stored in the metabit
channel is compressed and restored to the metabit channel of
the channel data structure. Then, control flows through step
S1660 back to step S730.
FIG. 24 shows a more detailed description of the primitive
masking object process of step S1070 of FIG. 17. As shown
in FIG. 24, the primitive masking object process starts in
step S1700. In step S1700, the current primitive masking
object is checked to determine if it is a bitmap primitive. As
describe above, a primitive object is a box, a bitmap or the
like. If so, control flows to step S1710, where this bitmap
primitive is blitted into the mask bitmap, overwriting the
data previously stored at the locations this bitmap primitive
is blitted into, "Blitting" refers to the "bit-level block
transfer" or "BTBLT process, a conventional technique

that allows modification of memory blocks on bit
boundaries, rather than byte or word boundaries. Then,
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control flows from step S1710 to step S1720. If the current
primitive masking object is not a bitmap primitive, control
flows directly from step S1700 to step S1720.
In step S1720, the current primitive masking object is
checked to determine if a clipping object more restrictive
than the page bounding box is in effect. If no such clipping
region is active, control flows to step S1730, where this
object is added to the scanline object list corresponding to
the first scanline for this object. That is, this object is added
only to the scanline object list for the scanline for which it
first appears. Then, from step S1730, control flows to step

36
to step S1840. In step S1840, the start position for "thisrun”
is checked to see if it begins after the start position indicated
by "currentstart".
If this is not true, control flows to step S1850, where the
run "thisun” is processed to become the new highest run.
From step S1850, control flows to step S1860. In step
S1860, a new "thisrun" is obtained from the sorted runs list.
10

S1780.

However, if a clipping region other than the page bound
ing box is in effect, control flows from step S1720 to step
S1740. In step S1740, the current primitive masking object
is checked to determine if it is part of an existing but
incomplete sweep. If so, control flows from step S1740 to
step S1750. In step S1750, the current primitive masking
object is added to the sweep sub-item of the current clipper
object. It should be noted that one type of existing, but

incomplete sweep is a simple primitive object such as a box.
If the current primitive masking object is found to be
adjacent to the existing primitive object, a new sweep object
is created, the existing and current primitive objects linked

to the sweeps s2field, and this new incomplete sweep object
becomes the clippers sub item. Then control flows to step
S1760 where the completeness attribute of the current
clipper object is updated. The completeness attribute of the
current clipper object indicates whether sufficient primitive
masking objects have been added to the sweep sub-item
corresponding to the current clipper object to completely fill

"currentend" is set equal to the start position of "thisrun".

15

"thisun" is initialized to the next run which remains on the
sorted runs list. The variable "currentend" is set to the end
of the next run.

25

30

35

"currentend". If both of these are false, control flows to step
S1820, where the run referenced by "thisrun" is checked to
see if the object referenced by it has a layer which is above
the layer for the run segment indicated by the variable
"highestrun". That is, "highestrun" indicates a run segment,
or portion of a run, which has a start position, an end
position, a foreground object and a list of potentially chained
background objects. If the layer for the object referenced by
"thisrun" is not above the foreground layer for the run
segment referenced by “highestrun", then the object refer
enced by "this run” lies underneath the foreground of the run
segment referenced by "highestrun". In this case, control
flows to step S1830, where "thisun" and its related object
are processed as a new underneath run. From step S1830,
control flows to step S1860.

However, if the layer of the object referenced by "thisrun”
is above the foreground layer of "highestrun", control flows

from left to right on the basis of their leftmost point. The
Flatten Runs List process produces a stream of commands
that exactly describes, in left-to-right order, each portion or
segment of each run visible on the scanline. The crucial part
of the process is to identify, beginning at the left edge of the
paper, the longest next portion of a run which will be entirely
visible. This is accomplished by the identify next visible
segment process of step S1320. The basic approach is
relatively simple. Since the runs are sorted by their start
position, they can be added to an "active runs list," a list of
runs currently being considered as active at this point along
the scanline. Since the runs are sorted by their starting
position along the scanline, they can be added to the active
runs list when their start position is reached and discarded
when the position along the scanline has advanced past their
end position. Then, the run with the highest target value is
identified as "on-top." However, two key factors complicate
the process, a performance and a transparent bitmap objects
factor.

Certain graphical constructs are prominent in PDLs that
make this simple type of processing difficult. One example
is what is known as a radial sweep. A radial sweep consists
45

From step S1800, control flows to step S1810. In step
S1810, the sorted runs list is checked to see if it is empty and
"thisrun" is checked to see if it starts after the variable

Then, control flows from step S1870 to step S1880.
Likewise, if, in step S1810, either of the tests are true,
control also flows to step S1880. In step S1880, the identi
fied run is processed. Then, from step S1880, control flows
through step S1890 to return to step S1330.
At the beginning of the Flatten Runs List process, a list of
runs active on the current scanline exists. The last is sorted

the clipper object's bounding box. From step S1760, control
again flows to step S1780.
If the current primitive masking object is not part of an
existing but incomplete sweep, control flows from step
S1740 to step S1770 where the current primitive masking
object is added to the items list of the current clipper object.
From step S1770, control again flows to step S1780. In step
S1780, control is returned to step S1050.
FIG. 25 shows a more complete description of the next
visible run identifying process of step S1320 of FIG. 20. As
shown in FIG.25, the process for identifying the next visible
run begins in step S1800. In step S1800, the variable

Then, control flows from step S1860 back to step S1810.
However, in step S1840, if "thisrun" does start after
"currentstart", control flows from step S1840 to step S1870.
In step S1870, the end position indicated by the variable
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of a large object at the lowest layer, and progressively
smaller objects on top of the lower ones, such that any upper
object is completely or substantially inside all such lower
objects. Each such sweep on a page can have hundreds of

layers. One problem is that at or near the top of the stack of
objects, there are very many objects to be looked through in
the active runs list. The preferred embodiment represented
here almost completely alleviates this problem by introduc
ing the underneath chaining process of step S1830 of FIG.
25. Underneath chaining removes the currently highest-layer
run from the active runs list, at the time that it is obscured
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by a yet higher-layer run, by linking it to the obscuring run,
so long as the lower layer run re-emerges after the now
higher run ends. If the lower run ends before the higher, the
lower can be completely discarded at the point that it is
obscured. Thus, the active runs list is kept quite short, since
temporarily obscured objects are chained instead of being
put on the active runs list. Thus, every run of the radial
sweep would be in a long chain underneath the current top
run. When an upper run ends, the first run on that run's

underneath chain is then added to the active runs list. When
a new run is encountered on the sorted runs list which is not
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on top at that point, it is added to the underneath chain at the
appropriate layer, That is, it is added above runs with a lower
layer than itself, and below those with a higher layer.
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Furthermore, runs are removed from the underneath chain

and discarded as soon as it becomes known that they lie
beneath the newly inserted run and end before it does, which
means they no longer become visible at some point to the
right.

The second complication is caused by transparent bitmap
objects. Bitmap objects may have a transparent property, in
which "1" bits are colored but "0" bits are clear. That is, the

color of the object underneath the bitmap object shows
through. This both complicates underneath chaining and can
lead to conflicting use of the mask channel. The latter
difficulty is handled by techniques described later as part of
the identified run processing steps S1350 and S1380 of FIG.
20. The chaining difficulty is handled in the preferred
embodiment by emptying the underneath chain back onto
the activer runs list whenever the top run is transparent, and
rebuilding the underneath chain again once all of the trans
parent runs are removed from the active runs list.
FIG. 30 shows a generalized representation of the generic
object data structures 1550 stored in the memory 150. The
generic object data structure 1550 comprises a next linkfield
15510, a layer field 15520, a palette entry pointer field
15530, an object class specific procedure field 15540, which
are fixed fields, and object data fields 15550, the number and
type of which vary with the object class. More specifically,
the next link field 15510 is used to form a list of objects by
pointing to the next link field 15510 of another object. By
this mechanism, the scanline object list 1510 shown in FIG.
29 is formed.

The layer field 15520 is used to encode the relative height
of objects along the Z axis extending perpendicularly from
the page. That is, a PDL file describing a page image is
constructed such that graphical objects in the page image
which are defined earlier in the PDL file are obscured by
those objects defined later in the file. The early defined
objects can be described as being lower along the Z axis in
the stack of objects forming the page image. Similarly,
objects appearing later in the PDL file can be described as
being higher along the Z axis. The layer field 15520 encodes
this relative height of the object in the stack. Each new
object is given a sequentially higher level value during the
process primitive masking object step S1070 of FIG. 17.
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The palette entry pointer field 15530 is a pointer to an

entry in the palette data structure 1520 in the memory 150.
The referenced palette entry is not restricted to constant
color data or sampled image data, and may be an initial entry
like white 1521 or black 1522, or may be a palette entry
created as a result of the process color operator step S460
shown on FIG. 16. The object-class specific procedures field

15540 is a pointer to a collection of procedures that vary in
their detailed operation from one object class to another. The
object-class specific procedures field 15540 of all objects
having the same type or class will thus refer to the same
procedures. The procedures for a specific object class are
able to correctly access data specific to that object class.
The object-specific class data fields for the box list class
data field 15560, also shown in FIG. 33, comprise a linked
boxes pointer field 15561 and a current box pointer field

15562. The linked boxes pointer field 15561 points to a
sequence of boxes which togetherform the object. Each box
of this sequence of boxes comprises a link to the next box
of the sequence and the locations of the lower left and upper
right corners of this box. Certain techniques known in the art
place useful constraints on the boxes that can be represented
in such a sequence of boxes. Certain constraints are useful
for increasing the performance of clipping procedures acting
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on clipping regions described by such sequences of boxes.
The current box pointer field 15562 of the boxlist class
15562 is thus provided as a convenience for clipping and
other procedures.
The bitmap-specific class data field 15570 comprises a
bitmap object pointerfield 15571, the bitmap having its own
bounding box data. Data bits with a value of 1 in the bitmap
indicate that the object at the point represented by that bit
should be printed with the color referenced by the palette
entry pointer 15530. Data bits with a value of 0 take one of
two alternate meanings, depending on the value of the clear
field 15574. If the clear field 15574 is zero, representing
false, the data bits of 0 in the map represent white. If the
clearfield 15574 is non-zero, representing true, the data bits
of 0 in the map represent that the bitmap is transparent at
those points, and the color is determined by objects under
the bitmap object.

The outline object pointer field 15572 represents the
outline or boundary of the bitmap object 15570. The outline
object referenced is generally a boxlist class object. In this
manner, a complex shape can be represented while still
allowing the bitmap 15570 itself to be rectangular. The
background object pointer field 15573 is used during the
flattening process if the bitmap is transparent, as indicated
by the clear field 15574.
The clip specific class object data field 15580 comprises

a clipper object pointer 15581, an objects inside the clipper
region painter 15582 and a completeness attribute 15583.
The clipper object pointer 15581 points to a boxlist class
object to specify the shape of the clipping region, as set by
the "setclip" operator step S1170 on FIG. 18. The objects
inside pointer 15582 is used to collect objects that are
processed in the process primitive masking object step
S1770, as shown in FIG. 24, when the clipping region

represented by this clip-class object is the current clipping
region. The completeness attribute field 15583 is used to
encode how completely and in what way a partially com
plete sweep being collected while the current clip-class
object represents the clipping region fills the clipping
region's bounding box.
The sweep-specific object class data field 15590 com
prises an s1 object pointerfield 15591, s2 object pointerfield
15592, a sweep rate-of-change field 15593, and a colored
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run-producer method field 15594. The s1 object pointerfield
15591 is used primarily to point to the outline object of a
sweep, a boxlist class object representing the clipping region
in effect as the objects comprising the sweep were being
collected. The s2 object pointer field 15592 points to a
second object of class sweep whose s1 and s2 objects point
to the two ends of a linked list of simple objects representing
the varying colored slices of the sweep. The sweep rate-of
change field 15593 is calculated at the time the clip class
object used to collect the objects inside the clipping region
is converted into a sweep-class object, as shown in the
graphical state operator processing step 81150, as shown in
FIG. 18. It is used to determine whether the sweep is
changing color frequently enough to warrant the use of the
"slow sampled channel" mode of the operation described

above.

The colored-run-producer method 15594 is a procedure
which is specific to the type of sweep that has been collected,
Vertically changing sweeps, horizontally changing sweeps
and sweeps having various other characteristics have differ
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ent color-run-producer methods.
FIG. 26 shows a more detailed description of the normal
commands and colors-producing process of step S1420 of
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FIG. 21. The normal commands and colors producing pro
cess begins in step S1900, where the object's color class is

checked to determine if the object has a sampled image as
its color. If not, control flows to step S1910 which ensures
that one of the color registers is loaded with the proper color
data and metabit values for this run. The palette reference for
this run's foreground is compared against the palette refer
ence being held in each of the shadow registers for the
color/metabit registers 0-2, to determine if the color refer
enced by the object has previously been loaded into one of
the color registers. If this is not the case, one of the
color/metabit registers 0-2 is selected to be loaded with the

5

10.

color data by the command generated in the following step.

This selection can use any conventional process such as a
"least recently used" process or any other similar or equiva
lent process. Finally, a reference to the palette corresponding
to this run is output to the next available location in the

15

25

30

memory 150 during the entire command and color palette

reference generating process, so that the current contents of
the color registers can be determined. In this case, the color
register 3 values are inrelevant. Only the metabit register 3
values will be used, with the color pixel data supplied by the
sample channel. If, based on the contents of the shadow
register, it is determined that the metabit register prevalue
needs to be loaded, a color palette reference is inserted into
the next available location of the constant color channel to
reference the palette entry with the correct rendering tags
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After the metabit register 3 value is validated in step

Then, from step S1940, control flows to step S1950,
where the address and length of the sample image data to be
supplied for the just-generated command is loaded into the
next available location in the sample pointer channel data
structure. In addition to the use of the address and length
data by the DMA controller, the extract and store sample
image pointers process and the extract, compress and store
sampled image data process of step S740 of FIG. 15 uses the
address and length to find and extract the needed portions of
the sample images.
Then, from step S1950, control flows through step S1960
back to step S1460.
FIG. 27 shows a more detailed description of the sweep
commands and colors producing process of step S1430 of
FIG. 21. The process for producing the sweep commands

slice of the object along the scanline. The sweeps rate of
change is calculated during the clipper validation process
once the sweep has been converted from a clipper object.
This field indicates the average number of pixels used per
color step in the sweep. If the rate of change is two pixels
per color step or less, control flows to step S2020, which
generates a single command which uses the color register
select B value to select the color/metabit register 3. As
described above, when using the color/metabit registers 3
with the color register select B value, one color will be read
in from the constant color channel each clock cycle. By

using this slow sample channel, only a single command is
required, along with only one color palette reference for
each color slice. The command bits for setting up the IOT
controller and the color palette references are output to the
next available location in the command channel memory and
the constant color channel memory.
Control then flows from step S2020 through step S2030
back to step S1460.
However, if the sweeps rate of change is greater than two
pixels, control flows to step S2010. In step S2010, a
command, as well as a color palette reference, must be
generated and loaded to the command channel memory and
the constant color channel memory. As in step S2020,
control flows from step S2010 through step S2030 to step
S1460.

and an irrelevant color value.

S1930, control flows to step S1940, where a command that
displays the sample channel data, sets up the proper sample
devisor, and loads the metabit register determined in step
S1930 into the next available location of the command in
channel memory portion. As in step S1920, "repeat” com
mands are generated as needed to extend the run length
beyond the 64 pixel limit of the normal command.

sweep which steps from color to color along the scanline

must have one command and one color reference for each

constant color channel data structure.

Control then flows to step S1920, where a normal com
mand with a proper bit values for color register select value
A. load color and the particular color register selected by the
color register select value A is issued based on the values
determined in step S1910. In addition, as many "repeat”
commands are generated as necessary to extend the run
beyond the 64 pixel length limit in a normal command.
From step S1920, control flows to step S1960 where
control is return to step S1460.
If, in step s1900, the object's color is a sampled image,
control flows to step S1930, which ensures that the metabit
value corresponding to the sample image is loaded into the
metabit register 3 at the time the image pixels are displayed.
A shadow register is kept in the RAM portion 151 of the
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and colors instructions starts in step S2000, where the
sweeps rate of change is checked to see if it is two pixels per
color step or less. To produce the actual commands and
colors, the sweeps color run producer method found in the
sweep specific data of the object data structure, is called.
This method will differ from one type of sweep to another,
and is used to extract the sweep's background slices and to
provide the palette entry and start?end positions for each
sub-run within the sweep object. For example, a sweep
where the color varies only from one scanline to the next
would have a color run producer method that only finds the
one slice appropriate for each scanline and notifies the
command generation processor only once. The command
generation processor would then generate a command and a
color reference for the entire run's length. In contrast, a
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FIG. 28 shows a more detailed description of the com
mands and colors production using the mask process of step
S1450. This process determines if any of the special cases
exist in which commands of length 1 must be issued in order

to establish conditions which allow the combiner to run

normally. Such conditions include the need to load both

50

colors of a transparent sweep, or load both the meta value
and constant color when using the mask to switch between
an image foreground and a constant color foreground or vice
versa. In some of these cases, the first bit of the mask data
itself must be examined to determine the order the color

55

registers are loaded, such that the color being selected by the
first pixel of the mask data selects the color register that was
loaded by the command issuing that pixel. That first com
mand has a length of 1 pixel in order to be able to issue a
second command to load the other needed color/metabit
register on the second pixel clock. In some cases, the mask
data needs to be treated as inverted. This will happen, for
example, in order to use the mask to select a constant color
above an image. Since the sample channel can only be
selected by the color register select Avalue, the mask selects
between SrcB and SrcB field in the command must be
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specified in order to place the constant color which in this
case must be selected by the color register select B value in
this example, in the foreground.
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The process starts in step S2010.0, where the foreground
and background colors are checked to see if either is a
sampled image color. If either is, control flows to step
S2110, where the image metabits and constant colors are
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generating system 140 integrated into a single system, with
the data flow and processing procedure ordered from start to
finish. The object optimizing resources available to the IOT
controller 160, the IOT 170 and/or the decomposition sys
validated for the mask. That is, the load order for the color 5 tem 130 are also shown.
What is claimed is:
registers and metabits is determined to ensure the process
1. Aprinter controller for generating at least one of printer
will operate corrected. This determination is made by inter
rogating the initial bit of the mask data by determining the data and printer control commands based on document data,
presence or absence of the needed constant color in any of the document data defining a document having at least one
the color registers, and by determining whether or not the page and comprising print data, render control commands
controller commands, the printer controller out
metabit value in metabit register 3 needs to be loaded and printer
the printer data and the printer control commands to
explicitly. Then, the number of 1-pixel commands deter putting
a printer for printing the at least one page of the document
mined here to be needed to properly initialize the hardware in
to the printer control commands and the printer
to the proper state is deducted from the total run length and dataresponse
output
5
this reduced value is used to generate the commands in a comprising: by the print controller, the printer controller
subsequent step.
input means for inputting the print data, the printer
Control then flows from step S2110 to step S2120 to
controller commands and the render control com
actually generate the command using the data determined in
mands;
step S2110.
print data storage means for storing the print data, the
print data comprising a plurality of separate channels,
Then, control flows from step S2120 through step S2190
each channel stored separately in the print data storage
back to step S1460.
neans;
However, if in step S2100, neither the foreground or
render control command storage means for storing the
background color is a sampled image color, control flows to
render control commands corresponding to the print
step S2130, where the shadow registers are checked to
data stored in the print data storage means;
determine if both the foreground and background colors 25
printer controller command storage means for storing the
need to be loaded. If so, control flows from step S2130 to
printer controller commands corresponding to the print
step S2140 which determines which of the two colors that
data stored in the print data storage means;
need to be loaded is to loaded first. Again, as above, this is
done by examining the first bit of the mask data. Once the 30 a multichannel combiner for combining the separate chan
nels of the print data based on the printer controller
color which needs to be loaded first is determined in step
commands to form the printer data;
S2140, control flows to step S2150 where a 1 pixel length
command is generated and loaded into the first available
output storage means for storing the printer data and the
location of the command channel memory to load the first
render control commands corresponding to the com
color. Of course, the first color is loaded into the next
bined print data as the printer control commands; and
35
available location of the constant color channel.
output means for outputting to the printer the printer data
Then, control flows to step S2170 where the color which
and render control commands stored in the output
storage means.
was determined to be loaded second is loaded by generating
2. The printer controller of claim 1, further comprising
a command for the rest of the run length with the mask
selecting appropriately between the two colors. Thus, a 40 input means for inputting at least one of printer status data

and feedback data from the printer, the printer controller

second command is loaded into the next available location

of the command channel memory and the second palette

reference is loaded into the next available location of the

constant color channel.

If, however, in step S2130, both the foreground and
background colors don't need to be loaded, control flows to
step S2160 where the shadow registers are checked to
determine if one of the foreground or background colors
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need to be loaded. If so, control flows to step S2160 to step
S2170. If not, control flows to step S2180 where a command 50

is generated and loaded into the next available location of
the command channel memory. However, since both colors
are already loaded into registers in the IOT controller, no
additional reference to the palette needs to be generated or
loaded into the constant color channel memory. Then, from
step S2180, control again flows through step S2190 back to
step S1460.

FIG. 32 shows a symbolic diagram of the RAM portion
151 of the memory 150. The RAM portion 151 contains the
color palette 1530, the mask bit map 1560, the palette 1520,
the scanline pointer stack 1510, the command channel 60

modifying the printer data based on the at least one of the
printer status data and the feedback data.
3. The printer controller of claim 1, wherein:
the print data comprises color data and binary
mask data,
p
the print data storage means comprising color data

storage means for storing the color data and binary
mask data storage means for storing the binary mask
data corresponding to the color data stored in the color
data storage means; and

the multichannel combiner combines separate channels of
the color databased on the printer controller commands

and the binary mask data to form the printer data.
4. The printer controller of claim 3, wherein the printer

controller commands comprise combiner commands, and

the color data comprises constant color channel data and
sample color channel data, the multichannel combiner com
prising:

a plurality of color storage means for storing the constant
color channel data and corresponding ones of the
render control commands;

memory 153, the constant color channel memory 154, the

sample color storage means for storing the sample color

metabit channel 157.

first selection means for selectively outputting the con
stant color data and the corresponding render control
commands from one of the plurality of color storage

sample color channel 155, the mask channel 156, and the

FIG. 33 shows a symbolic diagram of the entire object 65
optimized system, with the IOT controller 160, the decom
position system 130 and the command instruction and data

channel data;

means.
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trol commands stored in the print data storage means
and the render control command storage means in
response to commands from the command/mask con

43
second selection means for selectively outputting one of
the output from the first selection means and the sample
color data output from the sample color storage means;

troller;

and

control means for controlling the first and second selec 5
tion means, the plurality of color storage means and the
sample color storage means based on the combiner
commands and the binary mask data.

5. The printer controller of claim 1, wherein the print data
storage means comprises at least one first-in, first-out

1O

memory.

6. The printer controller of claim 1, wherein the output
means comprises:
printer data storage means for storing the printer data; and
a printer data driver for generating one of parallel and
serial data to be output to the printer from the printer
data storage means.
7. The printer controller of claim 6, wherein the output
means further comprises:
render control command storage means for storing the

15
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a color multiplexer controller for controlling the color
multiplexer in response to the command data stored in
the previous command data register and the configu
ration register;
an output multiplexer controller for controlling the
constant/sampled multiplexer; and
a white/transparent color generator for generating white
color commands in response to the command data
stored in the previous command register.
10. The printer controller of claim 1, further comprising
a bus interface means for connecting the printer controller to
a data generator, the data generator generating the document
data, wherein the bus interface means comprises:
burst first-in, first-out memory;
slow channel controller;
a decoder;

render control commands; and
a channel arbitration logic circuit;
a printer driver for generating one of parallel and serial
sample channel controller;
printer control commands to be output to the printer 25 aa plurality
of registers;
based on the render control commands.
a
buffer
memory;
and
8. The printer controller of claim 1, the print data storage
a card controller.
means comprising a constant color channel storage portion
11. A printer controller generating pixel data based on
storing constant color channel data, a sample color channel
storage portion storing sample color channel data and a document data defining at least one page of a document, the
mask data channel storage portion storing mask channel 30 document data comprising printer controller commands,
render control commands and print data and outputting at
data, wherein the multichannel combiner comprises:
a plurality of color storage registers, each color register least one of the pixel data and the render control commands
a printer, the printer printing the pixel data based on the
storing a single constant color data portion of the to
render
control commands to form an object optimized page
constant color channel data and corresponding ones of
the document described by the document data, the printer
the render control commands supplied from the con 35 of
stant color channel storage portion of the print data controller comprising:
mask data storage means for storing mask channel print
storage means and the render control command storage
data of the printer data;
means, respectively;
constant color data storage means for storing constant
sample data storage means for storing sample color chan
color channel print data of the print data;
nel data from the sample color channel storage portion
sample color data storage means for storing sampled color
of the print data storage means;
channel print data of the print data;
a color multiplexer for selectively multiplexing data out
render control command storage means for storing the
put from one of the plurality of color storage registers;
render control commands;
a constant/sampled multiplexerfor selectively multiplex 45
printer controller command data storage means for storing
ing the data output from the color multiplexer and the
the printer controller commands;
sampled color data stored in the sample data storage
means to the output means; and
channel combining means for generating the pixel data
from the constant color channel print data and the
printer controller command data processing means for
sampled color channel print data, based on the printer
processing the printer controller command data and the 50
controller commands and the mask channel print data;
mask channel data and for controlling the plurality of
and
color registers, the sample data storage means, the color
multiplexer and the constant/sampled multiplexer
output means for outputting at least one of the pixel data
based on the printer controller command data and the
and the render control commands to the printer.
mask channel data.
12. The printer controller of claim 11, further comprising
55
9. The printer controller of claim 8, wherein the printer input means for inputting at least one of printer status data
controller command data processing means comprises:
and feedback data from the printer, the printer controller
modifying the pixel data based on the at least one of the
first configuration register;
a previous command register connected to the printer printer status data and the feedback data.
13. The printer controller of claim 12, wherein each of the
controller command storage means and storing com
mand data;
a command/mask controller connected to the mask data

channel storage portion of the print data storage means
and the printer controller command storage means;
a color registerload selector for selectively loading one of
the plurality of color registers with one of the constant

color data portions and the corresponding render con

storage means comprises at least one first-in, first-out
memory.

14. The printer controller of claim 12, wherein the output
means comprises:
pixel data storage means for storing the pixel data; and
a pixel data driver for generating from the pixel data one
of parallel and serial data to be output to the printer.
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15. The printer controller of claim 14, wherein the output
means further comprises:
render control command storage means for storing the

46
a sample channel controller;
a plurality of registers;
a buffer memory; and

render control commands; and

a card controller.

a printer driver for generating one of parallel and serial
data to be output to the printer based on the render
control commands.

16. The printer controller of claim 12, wherein the channel
combining means comprises:
a plurality of color storage registers, each color register
storing a single constant color data portion of the
constant color channel print data and corresponding
ones of the render control commands supplied from the
constant color channel data storage means and the
render control command storage means, respectively;
sample data storage means for storing sample color chan
nel print data from the sample color data storage

10
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means;

a color multiplexer for selectively multiplexing data out
put from one of the plurality of color storage registers;
a constant/sampled multiplexer for selectively multiplex
ing the data output from the color multiplexer and the
sampled color data stored in the sample data storage
means to the output means; and

printer controller command data processing means for
processing the printer controller command data and the
mask channel print data and for controlling the plurality
of color storage registers, the sample data storage
means, the color multiplexer and the constant/sampled
multiplexer based on the printer controller command
data and the mask channel print data.
17. The printer controller of claim 16, wherein the printer
controller command data processing means comprises:
first configuration register;
a previous command register connected to the printer
controller command data storage means and storing

20

render control commands;
25

30
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storage means and the printer controller command data

mand data storage device comprises at least one first-in,
first-out memory.
22. The printer controller of claim 20, wherein the output
45

trol commands stored in the color data storage means
and the render control command storage means in
response to commands from the command/mask con
troller;

device comprises:
a printer data storage device storing the printer data; and

a printer data driver for generating one of parallel and
serial data to be output to the printer from the printer
data.

50
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23. The printer controller of claim 22, wherein the output
device further comprises:
a second render control command storage device storing
the render control commands corresponding to the
printer data stored in the printer data storage device;
and

a printer driver for generating one of parallel and serial
data to be output to the printer based on the render
control commands stored on the second render control
60

command storage device.
24. The printer controller of claim 20, wherein the mul
tichannel combiner comprises:

a plurality of color storage registers, each color register

the bus interface means comprises:

a burst first-in, first-out memory;
a channel arbitration logic circuit;

color channel print databased on the printer controller
commands and the mask channel print data; and
an output device outputting at least one of the printer data
and the render control commands to the printer.
20. The printer controller of claim 19, wherein the printer
controller further comprises an input device for inputting at
least one of printer status data and feedback data from the
printer, the printer controller modifying the printer data
based on the at least one of the printer status data and the
21. The printer controller of claim 20, wherein each of the
mask data storage device, the constant color storage device,
the sample color data storage device, the render control
command storage device, and the printer controller com

storage means;

a slow channel controller;
a decoder;

a multichannel combiner generating the printer data from
the constant color channel print data and the sampled

feedback data.

command data;

a color multiplexer controller for controlling the color
multiplexer in response to the command data stored in
the previous command data register and the configu
ration register;
an output multiplexer controller for controlling the
constant/sampled multiplexer; and
a white/transparent color generator for generating white
color commands in response to the command data
stored in the previous command register.
18. The printer controller of claim 12, further comprising
a bus interface means for connecting the printer controller to
a data generator for generating the document data, wherein

data;

a constant color data storage device storing the constant
color channel print data;
a sample color data storage device storing the sampled
color channel print data;
a render control command storage device storing the

a printer controller command data storage device storing
the printer controller commands;

a command/mask controller connected to the mask data

a color registerload selector for selectively loading one of
the plurality of color registers with one of the constant
color data portions and the corresponding render con

19. A printer controller for outputting at least one of
printer data and render control commands to a printer based
on at least one of print data, printer controller commands and
the render control commands, the print data comprising at
least one of constant color channel print data, sampled color
channel print data and mask channel print data, the printer
forming a document image based on the printer data and the
render control commands, the printer controller comprising:
a mask data storage device storing the mask channel print
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storing a single constant color data portion of the
constant color channel print data and corresponding
ones of the render control commands supplied from the
constant color channel data storage device and the
render control command storage device, respectively;
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device and the render control command storage device,
respectively, in response to commands from the
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a sample data storage device storing sample color channel
print data from the sample color data storage device;
a color multiplexer for selectively multiplexing data out
put from one of the plurality of color storage registers;
a constant/sampled multiplexer for selectively multiplex
ing the data output from the color multiplexer and the
sampled color data stored in the sample data storage
device to the output device; and
a printer controller command data processor processing
the printer controller command data and the mask
channel print data and controlling the plurality of color
storage registers, the sample data storage device, the
color multiplexer and the constant/sampled multiplexer
based on the printer controller command data and the
mask channel print data.
25. The printer controller of claim 24, wherein the printer
controller command data processor comprises:
first configuration register;
a previous command register connected to the printer
controller command data storage device and storing

command/mask controller;

a color multiplexer controller for controlling the color
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a slow channel controller;
a decoder;

command data;
a command/mask controller connected to the mask data

storage device and the printer controller command data
storage device;
a color register load selector for selectively loading one of
the plurality of color registers with one of the constant
color data portions and the corresponding render con
trol commands stored in the constant color data storage

multiplexer in response to the command data stored in
the previous command data register and the configu
ration register;
an output multiplexer controller for controlling the
constant/sampled multiplexer; and
a white/transparent color generator for generating white
color commands in response to the command data
stored in the previous command register.
26. The printer controller of claim 20, further comprising
a bus interface connecting the printer controller to a data
generator for generating the document data, wherein the bus
interface comprises:
a burst first-in, first-out memory;
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a channel arbitration logic circuit;
a sample channel controller;
a plurality of registers;
a buffer memory; and
a card controller.

